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Georgetown
College: Murray
native dies while
teaching in Chile

fintit
Business
Lions earn
$4,000-plus
from event

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

0014

A Georgetown gollege official•says a Murray native died
Saturday while on a teaching
trip in Chile.
Jim Allison. assistant vice
president for college relations at
Georgetown College, said Erica
Hagan, 22. of Murray. graduated from Georgetown earlier this
year. He said Hagan was living
in Temuco. Chile working as a
teaching assistant in English at
Colegio Bautista through an
arrangement with Georgetown
College. Allison said Hagan had
gone to Chile in late July and
was due to return home in
December.
Officials at Colegio Bautista
informed Georgetown College
that Hagan was found unresponsive in her apartment on
Saturday. Allison said. He said
it was his understanding that
law enforcement officials there
are investigating Hagan's death
as a possible homicide.
Allison said there are plans to
hold a memorial sen ice on the
college's Georgetown campus.
He said the Georgetown
College Wellness. Center is
offering counseling for the college community from 2-4 p m.
Monday.
"Certainly, our thoughts and
prayers are with the family. Its
a very difficult time.- Allison
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Blessed be the LORD God
of Israel from everlasting,
and to everlasting. Amen.
and Amen.
—Psalms 41.13

Murray, KY 42071

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It was mission accomplished
in more ways than one for
Saturday's inaugural Murray
Business Lions Color for a
Cause paint run/walk.
The Business Lions, in their
first-ever high-profile event,
raised $4,000 that will go to the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital rehabilitation department for the purchase of iPads.
That obviously pleased event
organizer Susan Davis.
For the 200 participants at
Chestnut Park. accomplishing
their goal for the day was
reportedly pretty easy. All they
had to do was run a one-milt
course, while an army of volunteers showered them with colored powder, making their
mostly white attire resemble a
rainbow when all was said and
done.
"It's . our turn now," said
Madea'. Erickson of Murray
when approached about getting
the chance to disobey that longstanding order Of most mothers
to their children about not'getting dirty while outside. "I'm
not done yet either. I'm going
for another lap."
Indeed,' participants were
allowed as many opportunities
to add colors as they desired,.
nieaning the volunteers were all

JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger E. Times photos

ABOVE: Volunteer Stacy
Holmes lets loose with a
blast from her water sprayer
on a group of participants
as they pass through the
yellow color station
Saturday during the inaugural Color for a Cause paint
run/walk at Chestnut Park in
Murray.
RIGHT: Lindsey Harlan of
Murray shows that she
absolutely has no problem
being covered in a variety of
colored powders.Saturday
as she mugs for the camera
after her journey Saturday.

•See Page 2.
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Ice Cream Festival
boosts downtown spirit
By JOHN WRIGHT
Stan Writer
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missing three buildings that
had to be demolished after one
of them collapsed in February,
Whether it is consumed after while on the west side, the
one has had tonsils removed or damage from a July fire
just on a had day. ice cream is remains evident.
universally seen as a feel-good
"I've heard some people say
thing.
that they've heard others say
Therefore, it probably could they wanted to move this festibe said that this year's Murray val out of downtown," said
Ice Cream Festival was com- Jamie Futrell, general manager
ing at the perfect time. It has, for the Bristol Broadcasting
after all, been a tough year so group that partners with
far for its host city, specifically Murray Main Street to present
the downtown area where all the festival, which celebrated
of the activity for this two-day its 15th year. "In the wake of
event is centered.
everything that has happened,
Some of those scars were though, we wanted to keep it
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger A. Times
still visible to the many visi- here this year more than ever Christopher Devore, 8, of Murray takes a
big bite of his cup of ice cream Saturday afternoon
tors this year. an empty northas he enjoys free samples of the dessert courtesy of Purity during the 15th annual Murray Ice
east edge of the court square
II See Page 4 Cream Festival on the court square
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WEATHER

TODAY
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: Sunny, with a high
near 85. Light northeast wind.
Monday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 58
Calm wind.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 88. Calm wind becoming
south around 6 mph in the
afternoon.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 69.
Calm wind becoming south
around 6 mph after midnight.
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1 p.m. Partly
sunny, with a high near 89.

South southwest wind 7 to 15
mph, with gusts as high as 21
mPtl.
Wednesday Night: Showers
and thunderstorms likely.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 69. South southwest
wind 7 to 10 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent.
Thursday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 78.
West southwest wind around 8
mph becoming north in the
afternoon.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 60.
North wind around 7 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 75. North wind 6 to
11 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 53. North
wind 7 to 9 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a high
near 72. North northeast wind 7
to 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 51.
North northeast wind 6 to 8
mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 76.

•Murray native...
From Front

tabloid published each spring in
the Ledger &Times,Hagan was
a 2010 Calloway County High
School graduate.

_
HAWKiNS TEAGUE / Ledger 8, Times
a good turnout Saturday
plan to make an annual event, hadand
The first Garden. Walk Art & Music Festival, which organizers
ice cream. The event
ans, make art and eat barbecue
at right, behind the
evening as a few dozen people came out to listen to local musici
seen
,
for the community garden
was created to build awareness for the Murray Art Guild and raise money
guild's North Fourth Street location.
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to confront Islamic State group
CAIRO AP) — The head of
the Arab League urged its members Sunday to confront Islamic
State extremists "militarily and
politically," issuing an apparent
call to arms as President Barack
Obama prepares to go to lawmakers and the American public
with his own plan to stop the
militants.
Backing from the 22-country

Arab League could provide crucial support across the Middle
East for Obama's effort to
assemble an international coalition against the Islamic State,
the marauding group that has
conquered a swath Of Iraq and
Syria and committed beheadings and mass killings to sow
terror.

By ANDREW TAYLO
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Lawmakers are streaming back
to Capitol Hill after their summer vacation for an abbreviated
September session in which
and
Democratic
feuding
Republican leaders promise
action to prevent a government
shutdown while holding votes
aimed at defining the parties for
the fall campaign.
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9111 museum shows SEAL's
shirt from bin Laden raid

HAZEL OFFICE
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LUNCH SERVED: 11 A.M.-2 P.M.
RIBBON CUTTING: 1130 A.M.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2014
405 MAIN ST
HAZEL. KY 42049
270.492.8388
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NEW YORK (AP) — The
shirt a Navy.SEAL wore in the
raid that killed Osama bin
Laden and a special coin given
to a CIA officer who played a
key role in finding him are
being displayed at the Sept. 11
museum, adding potent symbols of the terrorist attacks'
aftermath days before their
anniversary.
The items are going on view
.Sunday at the ground zero
museum, where leaders see
them as an important and moving addition to a collection that
often uses personal artifacts to
explore the events and impact
of 9/11.
"The death of Osama bin
Laden is a huge part of the history, and we have an absolute
obligation to tell it," National
Sept. II Memorial Museum
President Joe --Daniels said
Saturday. The,display, he said,
"allows millions of visitors the
chance .to recognize the
extraordinary bravery of the
men and women who sacrifice
so much for this country at
home and abroad."
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AGRICULTURE
$3B ND fertilizer plant
project moves forward

"1414

JAMESTOWN, ND.(AP) — step on behalf of its membership
CHS Inc. announced Friday that owners by ensuring them reliit is moving forward with a plan able domestic supply of nitrogen
to build a $3 billion fertilizer fertilizers essential to help farmplant near Jamestown, using ers raise healthy, profitable
abundant natural gas from North crops," Casale said in a stateDakota's oil patch as a feedstock. ment.
North Dakota Gov. Jack
Casale said plant construction
Dalrymple and CHS President could begin this fall, and operatCarl Casale announced the proj- ing in 2018. It would employ
ect two years ago, but it had between 160 and 180 workers,
been put on hold due to escalat- the company said.
ing costs.
CHS said the project would be
CHS, a farmer-owned cooper- the largest project in its history
ative based in Inver Grove and the largest single private
Heights, Minnesota, said its sector investment in_ North
board of directors gave final Dakota. Dalrymple and North
approval of the project on -Dakota's congressional delegaThursday.
tion hailed the project as good
"With this decision, CHS is news for farmers and the state's
taking an important, strategic energy industry.
r & Times
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A bull at a Murray State University farm pasture pauses from grazing early Friday afternoon.
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Cattle report shows surprising results
By KENNY EtURDINE
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Late July brought USDA's mid-year cattle
inventory report. This report was not
released during 2013,so comparisons in the
chart below are actually two-year comparisons rather than year-over-year comparisons, as are usually available, which makes
the analysis a bit more challenging. Not surprising to anyone, the US beef herd has
shrunk during the last 24 months as much of
the US has dealt with weather challenges.
As we have discussed previously, conversion of pasture ground into row crop as well
as extremely high cull cow prices have also
impacted cattle numbers across the US.
According to the report released in late
July, total cattle and calves inventory was
down by 2.9 percent from 2012, and beef
cow inventory was down by about 2.5 percent over the same period. Many people
have been speculating about the likely start

of herd expansion and this report offered little insight. At the national level, heifers held
for beef cow replacement were down by 2.4
percent, which was very much in-line with
the two year changes in beef cow numbers.
This is certainly not an indication that much
is occurring in the way of herd expansion at
the national level. However, I would be
remiss if I didn't also mention that I was
able to spend much of last week interacting
with many of my colleagues across the
country. Most of them, particularly those in
the Ndrthern and Southern Plains, felt that
producers in their respective states are starting to hold heifers with the intent to expand.
My conversations with county agents and
farmers across the state are very mixed as to
what is going on in Kentucky. I do think
there is some interest in herd expansion, but
I also know that this expansion will be constrained by the large number of pasture acres
that have been converted into row crop since

2007. Corn and soybean acres are up by
about 20 percent in Kentucky sines 2007,
and I feel the majority of that increase came
from pasture and hay ground. I suppose we
will know more when the state-by-state
January estimates come out, but I have to
think that we will see increased heifer retention at the national level this winter. As
important as heifer retention is, I think it is
very prudent to consider the current dynamics of the cowherd and note that cow culling
patterns can also haye a huge impact on cattle numbers. Many areas of the country
have had to cull extremely hard in recent
years due to weather challenges, which has
likely led to a slight decrease in the age of
the US cow-herd. This, coupled with some
pent up expansion desire in the Southern and
Northern Plains, leads me to believe that
decreased culling has the potential to have
more impact on cattle numbers during 2014
than heifer retention.
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•Ice Cream Festival...
From Front

think they're enjoying everything we're offering this weekend (including inflatables for
the kids and the Top Gun Cgr
Show). We want people to know
that our downtown is alive and
is worth taking a look at."
The Top Gun sho* did satisfy
the pallet of classic vehicle
enthusiasts, offering 4920s vintage vehicles to late 1960s-early
'70s muscle cars. However, for
those bringing their machines to
the show,it was an extra-special
. rt
treat to be able to make the sho
walk from the venue near First
Baptist Church to where the free
ice cream was being served.
"It's great," said Casper
Hosick of Eddyville, who was
participating in his first Top
Gun show during the Ice Cream
Festival. He was enjoying a cup
of white chocolate raspberry ice
cream when interviewed.
"No,you don't get to do this at
every show. Next time, I need to
remember to bring my grandkids. This is really nice to have
our show while this is going

here in downtown Murray.
"You know, I live in Paducah
now, but I was born and bred in
Murray and, to me, it's still my
town and I want it to be as
strong as it can be."
The power of ice cream as a
healing agent was indeed present, Futrell said. He said from
the size of the crowds he was
seeing, 2014 will go down as
the best-attended, thanks in
large part to what he considered
to be a good problem — for the
first time he could remember,
the free Purity ice cream that is
offered on the Saturday of the
festival ran out.
"That was happening during
(Friday's) ScoopeloBowl too.
We had so many people downtown sampling what the teams
were offering that we ran out of
ice cream twice," Futrell said of
the event that allows local charitable organizations the chance
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
to display their culinary talents
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CCFR responds to several
reported fires over weekend
Staff Report
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to several reported
fires over the weekend. CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan
said That around 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, firefighters responded
to a house fire on Wells Purdom
Road in Almo. He said the owners were not at home, but a
neighbor noticed smoke and
called officials. He said the fire
was almost out when firefighters arrived and was contained to
the utility room, but that there
was significant smoke damage
to the house. He said the cause

was unknown, although it
apPeared to be electrical.
Also over the weekend,CCFR
responded • around 1 p.m.
Sunday to Holland Cemetery
Road. where 120 round bales of
hay caught fire and had to be
extinguished, Morgan said.
Around 3 p.m., CCFR
responded to . a house fire in
Lynwood Estates off of KY 121
South. Ivtorgan said the fire was
contained to one room, and a
CCFR firefighter who lives next
door to the house extinguished it
by the time trucks arri'ved.
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US official in Beijing to
prepare for Obama visit
By CHRISTOPHER BODEEN
Associated Press
BEIJING (AP) — The White
House's top national security adviser began talks in Beijing on
Monday with top Chinese military
and diplomatic officials on bilateral
challenges such as a recent closeencounter between their air force
planes over the South China Sea.
Susan Rice met with China's top
diplomat, State Councilor Yang
Jiechi,on a trip to pave the way for
a visit by President Barack Obama
to Beijing in November.
Rice said that among all the other
issues facing the United States,
Obama still considered China to be
a priority and that her primary reason for aiming re Beijing was to
hammer out the agenda for the
November meeting between
Obama and Chinese President Xi
linping.
At the sprawling Diaoyutai State
Guesthouse in western Beijing,
Yang told her that the countries
needed to "truly respect each

other's core interests and major
concerns and constructively manage our differences and sensitive
issues." He said they would discuss
military relations, counter terrorism, the Middle East, North Korea,
South Sudan, Iran and other topics
of mutual concern.
Rice is scheduled to meet
Tuesday with China's defense and
nsdmayinisters before departing
Wednesday.
The countries' relationship has
been tested by U.S. allegations of
Chinese rnilitar, cyberspying and
Obama's stated pivot to Asia, which
China sees as an effort to contain its
rising power.
On Aug. 19, a Chinese jet made
several close passes near a Navy.P8 Poseidon plane.coming within 30
feet (9 meters) of it at one point.
The incident took place about 135
miles (220 kilometers) from
Hainan, which is home to naval airnenledsnalusied. a highly sensitive submafi
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Frieda Stockdale
Frieda Stockdale, 82, of Hazel. Kentucky, died Sunday, Sept. 7,
2014 at her home.
She was born June 28, 1932 in Benton4Centucky, to Alton and
Edith Clark Anderson. She was a member of the Hazel Church of
Christ.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, James "Herdrell" Stockdale; brothers Randal and Clark
Anderson and a sister, Charlene "Pip" Lamb.
She is survived by her children,Johnnie Stockdale and wife Cathy
of Hazel, Juana Holt and husband Paul of Paducah; five grandchildren, Jamie Stockdale and wife Christy, Johnna Worley and husband J.D.:, Mark Lovett and wife Whitney,Zach Lovett and Colby
Holt; two great-grandchildren and three step great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be Tuesday, Sept, 9,2014. at II a.m. at the
Hazel Church of Christ with David Myers and Danny Herndon officiating. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be on Monday. September 8. 2014. from 5-8 p.m.
at the Heritage chapel of Imes Funeral Home and Crematory and
after 10 a.m. Tuesday at the Hazel Church of Christ.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
either: American Cancer Society,do Pat Latimer, 101 S. Fourth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 or Murray Calloway County Hospice, 803
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at imesmille.r.com.

Edna Lois Hodge Woods,93. of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday.
Sept. 7,2014 at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Mrs. Woods was born in Farmersville, Kentucky on July 14,1921.
to the late Lonnie McCoy Hodge and Genie Ann Ford Hodge. Mrs.
Woods was a homemaker and a member of the Russell Chapel
United Methodist Church.
In addition to her parents, Mrs. Woods was preceded in death by
her husband. Richard 0."Red" Woods, who died in 2010; one son,
Richard Allen Woods; and by one sister, Virginia Glenn.
Mrs. Woods is survived by two sons, Dennis Woods and wife
Carolyn of Alino, Kentucky and Paul Woods and wife Maxine of
Murray. Kentucky: two grandchildren. Angela Stalls and husband
Monte of Almo. Kentucky and Woody Woods and wife Christie of
Murray, Kentucky: four great-grandchildren. Jacob and Jarod
Woods of Murray, Kentucky and Ashlyn and Tyee Stalls of Almo,
Kentucky.
Funeral services will be held on Wednesday, Sept. 10, 2014 at 2
p.m at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brother Ronnie
Burkeen officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.. Visitation will be held on Tuesday. Sept. 9,2014 at the
funeral home from 5-8 p.m.
'Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Russell Chapel
United Methodist Church Building Fund, 300 Woodlawn Avenue,
Murray. Kentucky 42071.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
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By PAUL WAS
it's a legal battle from state to
Associated Press
state." said Tara Newberry, one of
SAN FRANCISCO lAPi - The the plaintiffs in the
,Nevada case,
federal appeals court in San who wants to marry her longtime
Francisco has already issued two partner. "The map is changing. But
significant gay rights, rulings: In until the Supreme Court of the
2012, it struck down California's United States makes the determinasame-sex wedding ban and this tion, it's state-by-state."
year it extended protections against
The same day as the Chicago
discrimination to gay and lesbians. court
ruled. 15 states that allow gay
Now,three judges on the 9th U.S.
marriage and 17 that don't asked
Circuit Court of Appeals - all
the U.S. Supreme Court to settle
appointed by Democrats and two
the issue once and for all.
of whom joined in the civil rights
The Mormon church and four
ruling this year - are set to hear
religious organizations also asked
arguments Monday on gay marriage bans in Idaho.. Nevada and the Supreme Court to intervene.
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Hawaii.
The hearings come as gay •mar- Latter-day Saints, in a statement
riage supporters have piled up legal Friday. said it joined a friend-ofvictories in federal courts across the-court brief asking the high
the country this year, nullifying court to hear Utah's marriage case.
It was joined by The United States
bans in more than a dozen states.
Conference
of Catholic Bishops,
On Thursday.the federal appeals
court. in Chicago rejected bans in the National -Association of
Wisconsin and Indiana. Same-sex Evangelicals. the Ethics &
marriage opponents, however, Religious Commission of the
scored a legal victory last week Southern Baptist Convention and
when a federal judge in Louisiana the Lutheran Church-Missouri
upheld that state's ban.
Synod. Each teaches that marriage
"Until all 50 states get on board. , is between a man and a woman.

Patricia 'Pat' McNeely Harris

40.

Joan Rivers remembered
at star-studded funeral

Kirksey United Methodist
Church wins Scooper Bowl
for fourth year in a row
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Fred Johnson

Patricia "Pat" McNeely Harris, 66, of Paducah. died Thursdas.
Fred Johnson, 84. of Murray. died Saturday. Sept. 6. 2014 at the
Sept. 4, 2014, at 12:12 p.m. at the Ridgeway Nursing & Rehab
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
•
N
Center in Owingsville, Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Imes Funeral Home
She attended Full Gospel Assembly and was a
retired Elementary school teacher. She was a grad- Otis Anton
Brown
uate of Oak Ridge High School and Murray State
Mr. Otis Arlton Brown. 71.of Hazel, Kentucky. died at his home
University and received her master's degree from on Sunday,Sept. 7,2014.
•
Middle Tennessee State University. While attend:
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. C11(101111
ing Murray State, she was a member of Alpha Funeral Home.
1_ •
Sigma Alpha sorority. She was a member of the
Paducah/McCracken County Retired Teachers James
Walls
Association and the Kentucky Retired Teacher
James Walls, 75. of Murray. died Sunday, Sept. 7. 2014 .it
Association. She was a retired employee of home.
McCracken County Public Schools, having taught
Harris
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
at Lone Oak Elementary School and Farley Crematory,
Heritage chapel.
Elementary School.
She was preceded in death by her parents. James Arnold McNeely
The number oftimes published or.the length ofone or nore 1)1 the
and Stella Waites McNeely.
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledge, iiii
She was survived by one daughter, Carrie Leigh McKee and huslimes policy. A fee has been paid for additional publi Nita's
band Casey of Independence; one son. James Robert "Bo" Rushing
space.
and wife Amy of Winchester; three grandchildren, Caleb Robert
Rushing. Caroline Rose Rushing and Carson Brent McKee; and one
cousin.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Sept. 9,2014 at 1 p.m. at
the Lone Oak Chapel Milner & Orr Funeral Home with Rev. Janet
Lee officiating. Burial will follow at Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation will be Tuesday, Sept. 9, 2014, from II a.m. until the
service time of I p.m. at the funeral home.
Theater stars Bernadette
Expression of sympathy may be made to Huntington Disease By KAREN MATTHEVVS
Peters. Alan Cummin.: and
Society, KY Chapter.982 Eastern Parkway. Louisville, KY 40217. Associated Press
NEW YORK(AP)- Howard Tommy Tune were thei
Stern delivered the eulogy. Record producer CliNe Da)is
Broadway singer-actress Audra was. too. Fashion designers
McDonald sang "Smile" and Carolina Herrera, Dennis Basso
bagpipers played "New York, and Michael Kors were in attenNew York" at Joan Rivers' dance. Stars from
"ni ,Lid, as
funeral Sunday, a star-studded Barbara
Walters. Geualdo
send-off that - like the late
Rivera, Diane.Sawyer. Kathie
comedian herself - brought
Lee Gifford. Hotta Kotb and
together
the
worlds of
Staff Report
said the ctub started with well Hollywood. theater, fashion and Andy Cohen. Late night li;Mul
leader Paul Shaffer. And in Till,
While the format changed this over $4,000 in prize money, media.
year, the results did not for the thanks to Murray Bank and
At a funeral befitting a super- Barry Diller, Donald Trump and
fifth annual Rotary Club of other sponsorships developed star, the New York City Gay Steve Forbes.
"It was uplifting. We were celMurray Scooper Bowl Friday by Bristol Broadcasting.
Men's Chorus sang • Broadway
ebrating
her life Basso
evening. The event was part of
.
The more tickets sold, the hits including "Hey Big
the 15th annual Murray Ice more money that is shared with Spender". before six-time Tony
Mourners had lined up outside
Cream Festival on the city's groups. After a few minor Award-winner McDonald sang the Fifth Avenue synagiTtie atid
court square.
expenses, all money will be her tribute to Rivers, a champi- waited for'their, names to he
Kirksey • United Methodist shared with the teams
checked against a- list before
as a per- on of theater for decades.
Church once again earned the centage of tickets
Tributes and reminiscences entering. A crowd of media
that are used
most votes from the public in to vote for
their favorite flavor, were delivered by TV anchor stood watch behind bathers. and
claiming first place for the
Deborah Norville, close friend fans from as far a-,
way .as
or charity.
fourth consecutive year. KUMC
Ten teams competed this year, Margie Stern, columnist Cindy Australia and England lined the
defended its crown even though
which is a new high number for Adams and Rivers' daughter, streets.
the objective was nanged for
Actress Susan Claassen. who
the event, said Jamie Futrell, Melissa, who spoke about how
the competing teams, from creshe
respected
her
mother,
who
Rivers in London in 20)8
met
general manager for Bristol
ating various ice cream recipes
died Thursday at 81. and appre- when both had one-v. oiihm
Broadcastin
g,
the
festival's
to creating milk shakes and
ciated everyone's support.
shows, came. from 'I ii on.
main sponsor.
smoothies.
Hugh
Jackman
sang
"Quiet
Arizona, to.honor her friend "I
The following is the complete
Puryear United Methodist
Please. There's a Lady On always like to say that in a ‘‘ Id
listing
of
the
finishing
order
for
Church of Puryear. Tennessee,
Stage" at the end of the memori- of knockoffs. Joan was an
had a worthwhile trip north of this year's Scooper Bowl:
al, and bagpipers from the New nal." she said.
•
1st - Kirksey United
its state border in finishing secYork City Police Department
The comedian detailed in it
ond while West Kentucky Methodist Church; 2nd - played on the streets as mourn- 2012 book 4--Hate F.‘er\
Puryear United Methodist
Mentoring was third.
ers filgd out of Temple EmanuStarting With Me" tlim .he
Voting was based on how Church; 3rd - West Kentucky El, many dabbing their eyes.
hoped for "a huge sho-whii.aUt ir
many tickets were placed in col- Mentoring; 4th - Eastwood
"She would love this. We've
lection boxes after visitors had Christian Academy; 5th - all said this so many times: The with lights.cameras. action" and
stopped at each booth offering Calloway County Chapter of the one person who would really "Hollywood all the way ."
treats for tasting. Visitors pur- American Red Cross; 6th - think this is the greatest thing Instead of a rabbi talking. Rivers
chased .voting rights for a small Murray Business Lions Club; ever is the lady. who it's all asked for "Meryl Streep crying.
fee.
7th - Murray State University about, and she's not here," said in five different accents" And "a
The event enables charitable-- Honors Program; 8th - Lost But Norville afterward, amid the wind machine so that even in the
organizations to benefit from Loved Animal Rescue; 9th - throngs of well-wishers and Casket. my hair is blowing just
their efforts. Earlier, Murray Calloway County 4-H; 10th - sound of bagpipes.
like Beyonce's," Indeed, her
Rotarian Greg DeLancey had STAND.
A legion of notables turned out wishes were so important the)
to. remember Rivers: comedians were printed in :the funeral pmKathy Griffin, Rosie O'Donnell gram.
The funeral program also
and Whoopi Goldberg; E! net• The Murray City Council
• The Murray Public Works work "Fashion Police" col- included a page' with three claswill meet with Murray State Committee will meet at 6:20 league and friend Kelly sic Rivers' lines printed out:
Osbourne;_ Sarah Jessica Parker "Can we talk?" "Who are you.
University President Dr. Bob p.m.
Thursday in City Hall.
Davies for a reception 9t
and Matthew Broderick; and wearing?" and "Because Fin a
Oakhurst at 4:30 p.m. The regular council meeting celebrity doctor Mehmet Oz.
funny person."
Thursday. A dinner will follow witl follow at 6:30 p.m.
• To report a Town Crier
at 5 p.m. No business will be
•conducted.
item call 753-1916.

Mon.- Fn.8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.•Closed Sat. & Sun.

uled to meet
as defense and
before departing
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Idaho, Nevada,Hawaii gay
marriage cases in court
4

J.H. Churchill
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Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-17135.82 +6711
Air Products....,.........,.,132.51 + 0.08
0.85
AT&T,Inc................-- 35.13 + 0.19
BRAT ..
37.58 - 0.09
Rank of America
16.01 • 0.10
Briggs & Strallos.---- 20.02 • 0.06
Bristol Myers Squibb--51.11 +036
Caterpillar...----- 108.54 •018
Chevron Texaco Corp 12735 + 0.55
Yahoo
39.59 + 040
Dean Foods ..........---...-. 15.56 + 0.03
Exxon.Mobil
99.19 + 0.83
Ford Motor Co
17.14 • 0.13
General Electric..--- 26.09 + 0.13
Glaxo Smith
• 0.29
Amazon
+ 0.43
Goodyear Tire & Robber-25.18.OW

on

As of 3:00 p.m.
September 5.2014

HopFed Bloc*
1130
B M ......
Intel
3500 + 0 10
Kroger.
52.40 + 0.55
Mattel
.. 10+0.t7
McDowalds-....93.03 + 0.02
Merck
............
+ 1.06
Microsoft -....-..................45.91 +0.65
JCPeaney
11.09 - 0.09
Pepsico,Inc
91.72- 0.13
Pfizer.
29.64 + 0.26
Regions Financial
10.14 --Sears Holding Corp .....-.33.43 + 0.46
Time Warner
76.99- 0.24
US Baacorp-------42.14 - 0.10
Werobit,lac -118.94+ 0.93
Wal-Mart
77.64 + 0.90
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Financial Consultants(L-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
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Parkinson's group to meet

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday
at noon at the Vv'eaks Community Center. The
speaker will be Dr. Christopher King. Persons
coming for lunch should arrive by 11:15 a.m.
For more information call Jan Flynn at 270753-6845.

W.O.W.to host Fish Fry

Woodmen of the World Chapters 170,
Kirksey. and 138. Hazel, will meet Tuesday,
Martha
Finney Andrus. Sept. 9. at 6 p.m. at the Woodmen building on
Community
CE. Lowry Drive, for the First Responders
editor
Fish Fry'. Members are asked to bring a dessert.
Holmes Family Restaurant will be preparHng the
270-489-6251.
meal. For more information. contact Marilynn at
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, Joe Pat Glass. Hollis Easley, Gene "Red"
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left.
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Mrs. Lucille Potts, teacher; second row.
Sanders. Ted Wilkerson. Mrs. Tany Kirkland (Cook).
Lee
!ma
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Youngb
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.
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Glavious Rogers, Earl Herma
'eacher. Max Hicks, Billy Wilkerson, Ernie G. Sheridan,
,
Patsy Wilson. Myrna Adams. Loretta Turner, Emma Jo Adams
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-iargrove. Wilma Jean Thompson,
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Buddy
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Thompson. Gene Haneline. Dolly Baker, James Robert
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Easley, and
, Gerald Stone. Geneva Glass. Shelba Bazzell, James
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. Richard
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Hal
..
Fortner
e Sands, William Sands, Donald
Eugene Lamb; bottom row, from left. Arnold Fortner,, Dwayn
Baker
Louise Higgins and Rachel
Fuqua. Dan Bazzell. Edwin Turner, Linda Faye Robertson.

The Calloway Count'. Board of Health
Calloway County
board meeting Tuesday. Sept. 9. at noon, at the
include opening,
will
topics
agenda
Health Department. The
member term
board
of
al
approv
s.
minute
board
approval of prior
district
taxing
renewals and replacements. FY 2014 public health
and
updates
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progra
financial packet. director's report and
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HAPPENINGS
. by Jenise Howard
toll', and come see the =az-.
at Id i.-.kory Woods State Fair' We
,
et. entsbr 'you to enjoy.
: s.nds
•.••••••..hind irm arts and crafts. musical
- a. arc -.arms al games Come on up
...)tron candy. pimcons and
•-d de.
After all a fair
f..Z1fICI cakes
▪
ithout refreshments. especially
•a
made from scratch by Alitz
•....r.nei
iu can see we base had a great
arei be:ng at the State'Fair We
entertained. played games and
:
Aeek Richard Deruns came
•
.nr.trrtanedusAlth his one man band.
/enna Hutchens also came
• -c cc•I•ie piano for us On Wedriesday
ir, the midssa:. and played
wet..
rite curr-e arseartedbsh.ouncinggtng
CLIS,fish howls TftlIf 1LS If Is
7, r.z. ▪
Iooks. but some did manage
17def tran
••a irs Shirley Smith won the
Aliiiked Hoot carpe in second
anci Frances Roberts and Hubert Stroud
Mr Hubert won the play oft'
• ed ir
. "47,011 I don't know what the
• ir •ne
t:ne ii'. sit it was. seeing them basing
time. of Hubert's sictory dance I
Chubby Checker himhere doing the twist
,
' 7-Lirsday ac threw rings around
t °la bottles We found it a
‘'
bi.t not as bad as the ping pong
•
A17-. Mildred horn took first place
*or Bat.-4,ara Brandon beating oin Laura
Parkdr and Stick i Chapman for second by
Friday the time had finalsir
' • -.me 1,iir the unseilmg of our Ribbon
.nner- in our Arts and Crafts competition
en. tie here is .0 talented our Judges had
ildficiiit Time deciding Our Blue Ribbon
winners acre Frances Roberts. Connie
Not-for' Blanche Titsworth. and Emily
atson Our Red Ititibon ustrinCri were
Allegra Jones Sue Roberts
Arne, I
and Pat Berhow• Our(Said Ribbon W inners
Spiseland. Lynn Smith. Frances
c%

Where prirekss
memories are made.
L tterback Rd • Murray, Ky
-5014
Phone- 127017544r= • 1-eastii

sions - Monday. Sept. 22.
through Wednesday:Sept. 24.69 p.m. Learn to Work- With cells.
roN%s, columns, formulas, cut
and paste. autofill. proofing
tools, chatting. formatting text.
graphics. headers and footers to
create fantastic spreadsheets.
•MS Excel Level 11 - 3 sessions - Tuesday. Sept.. 30
through: I,hursday (kt.2. 9 am
until n000. Learn to insert: format. anctilliodify tables. create a.
table .of contents, create a bibliography. create an index, footnotes and more.

to meett
- Southwest SBDM Council
Decision-Making Council

The Southwest Elementary. Site-Based
ence room of the
Will meet at 4 p.m.. Tuesday. Sept. 9. in the confer
school.

planned
Relay connnittee meetingMeetin
g will be

Monday,
The first Relay for Life Committee
tee
commit
All
Center.
nity
Commu
Sept.'IS. at 6 p.m. at the Weaks
please
attend,
to
unable
are
you
if
and
attend
members are urged to
-kynet.
contact Betsy Whitfield at bwhitfielcki murray

day
Genealogical Society will meetwillTues
hold its first

• The. Calloway County Genealogical Society
Sept. 9. at I
monthly meeting for the new club year on Tuesday.
State
Murray
of
p.m. In the . Pogue Library on the campus
elecng
includi
session
g
plannin
a
University. The meeting will be
at
Sims
Janace
contact
tion.
informa
more
For
tion of new officers.
•
.
270-753-5093

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an
updated list of items neecled
Which include crackers, instant
potatoes (small boxes 1. dry
cereal. tuna salmon.. flour, corn
meal, sugar. cooking oil. powdered milk, eggs. breadtuns.
hamburger.. hot dogs. chicken,
butter or. margarine, garden
fresh regetables and fruits,. dish
liquid, toilet paper. disposable
razors, shampoo and men's and
women's deodorant. laundry.
detergent. bar soap. toothpaste.
. r bags.
Large . brown pape
shampoo.
•
size
ravel
hotelit
lotions and soap and' black
markers are also .needed. Need
Line is 'located at .509 North'
Eighth Street and is open from
10 a.m. until 4 p.m-. Monday
through Friday. Need Line is a
United Way agency. For more
inforthation. call 270-753-6333.

Senior citizens
invited to stop
by center •
Special to the Ledger
Persons 60 or older are invited
to stop by the Senior Citizen
Center. located in the Weeks
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St.. Murray. The center offers
Meals on Wheels. congregate
meals, education opportunities.
health promotions. exercise.
classes. transportation. inforrna-'
tion and referrals, entertainment
and more. For more information
call 270-753-0929.

Library board meeting to beofheld
Trustees will meet

The Calloway County Public Library Board
Wednesday. Match 12 at 4:30 p.m.

Need Line lists
items needed,
for client pantry

iFierls and Eugene Waggoner
• .L
IknTig (Nu'cornperitne week we still
tr celebrate some birthdays My
in and employee here at the
her 60 something birth-:e hope :he had a great day
.
come
74.7 titans mans more lo
.1.: !laxed fklth some much
'sages and tried so get prepared
-•:•• seek •‘• Assisted Living Week We
base a big wort and lots of
LiT

Sept. 17. Ili a.m until noon.
.Learn basic photo" and graphics
editing using free. dov.nloadable soft are. Crop. change.
saturation. brightness. contrast.
colors, resize,combine. cons ert.
create animated gifs. screen capture and many other features.
*Internet Basics - Thursday,
Sept. IS. 10 a.m. until noon.
Learn LAN Ns. WAN. browser
basics. working with favorites,
irus protection. downloading
pictures. effective .searching
techniques: and how to e% aluate
results.
..MS Excel Level 1 - 3 ses-

Angel Alert issued

arent raising her
An Angel Alert has been issued for a grandp
who wishes to
Anyone
dryer.
clothes
a
of
need
grandchild and is in
ce Center
Resour
donate may contact the Callov.ay County Family
at 270-762-7333.

Computer classes offered at Housing Authority
Thursday. Sept. II. 9 a.m. until
Special to the Ledger
noon. Learn JO edit and modifyng
Learni
t.
r
ompute
I
themes.
Center at the Housing Authority text.. use styles and
. page
control
s,
of Murray:.716 Nash .Drive. is adjust margin
graphmodify
and
insert
ottenng free computer classes. breaks.
aph
paragr
control
ts,
elemen
ic
Pre.-registration is required. Call
more.
and
ing
formatt
310
ext.
Janet at 270-75.3-5000.
•File and Folder Management
or email jane04 phamurray.org.
Tuesday. Sept. 16. 10 a.m.
and
.org
rray
rr
.phamu
Visit
to create.
click on computer center to find until noon. Learn how
delete
and
,
rename
the September newsletter and copy. more.
files and folders. Learn about
types.
Classes in September will drire letters and .der ice
s in
librarie
use
to
how
Learn
include:
find
to
•NIS Word Level 1 - 3 sessions Windows 7. Use search
- Tuesday. Sept. 9 through tiles.
Wednesday.
•PhotoScape

The Call.
highest
executic
satisfy

CUBS to meet Wednesday

Road
CUBS will meet at noon. Wednesday. Sept. 10. at Glendale
ity
Univers
State
Murray
new
.
Davies
Robert
Dr.
Christ.
Church of
contact
tion.
informa
president. will be the special guest. For more
Donna Herndon .at 270-293-8780.

Outland Cemetery meeting planned

There will be a meeting at the Outland Cemetery on Wednesday.
Sept. 10. at I I a.m. Funds are needed for the upkeep of the CemeMurray.
tery and may be sent to Betty Vinson. 2011 Gatesborough.
KY 42071.

Alumni football game scheduled Alumni foot-

Murray High School Alumni '.s. Calloway County
p.m.
ball game will be played Saturday. Sept. 13. with kick-off at 6
be
will
Tickets
m.
Stadiu
t
Stewar
ity's
Roy
Univers
State
at Murray
High
County
ay
available now from any Murray High or Callow
player or at office of each school and proceeds will be divided
between the two schools.

MWC Delta Dept. to meet

The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. Sept. 10. at 11 a.m. at the club house. The speaker will
be Genie May. retired director of Alzheimer program. The hostess
Will be Dee Morgan.
Photo provided

of, the
MWC GARDEN DEPT.: The Garden Department
with
use
clubho
the
at
4.
Sept.
met
Club
Murray. Woman's
the
as
,
Street
Main
Murray
of
r
directo
m
progra
.
Deana Wright
ms.
Willia
Pati
speaker. Pictured, from left, Cathy Mathis and
hostesses.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
Club played a
The Ladies Golf Association at the Murray Country
Sheila
hostess
regular round on Wednesday. Sept. 3. at 9 a.m. with
Henry. Winners include:and Betty
Championship flight - Terri Pickens. first: Sue Collins
Jo Purdom. second.
second
First flight - Cheryl Plum' an. first: ‘'ickie Baker.
.
Pickens
Low putts- Terri
Winners of 9 holes include:
First place - Janet Brown
Low putts - Lashlee Foster and Doris Cella
Chip-ins - Sue Overbey and Lashlee Foster
morning at
The line up for Wednesday. Sept. 10. will be done that
n.
Johnso
Susan
9 a.m. The hostess will be

Ladies of the Oaks

Children's Carnival to be held

Tymeless Hearts Annual Carnival will be Saturday.Sept. 13,from
11 a.m. Until 5 p.m. -at the Chestnut -Street Park. This event' is to
raise money for children with congenital heart defects. There will
be a variety of activities including pony rides, petting zoo. bounce
house, silent auction. Animal Tales. LLC exotic animals and entertainment by the Calloway County High School Choir, 'til
r
Tennessee and David Spradling. To get tickets in advance, registe
email
space.
booth
as a heart family for free tickets or to reserve
tymelesshearts live.com or visit the website at www.tymeless
hearts.com.

Farmers Market to be Tuesday

The Tuesday Farmers Market will take place from 2:30-6 p.m.
lot
each Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital parking
vensame
the
are
These
.
Streets
Poplar
and
Eighth
of
on the corner
dors from the Saturday Downtown Market.

Celebrate Recovery to meet

g
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Christ-centered recovery meetin
ps.
or
hang-u
habits
hurts,
with
es
struggl
who
anyone
for
m
progra
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church. KY 94 E. For more information call 270-753-6695.

KoC

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at
Wednesday
The Oaks Country Club ladies played their weekly
public is invited to Bingo Night. held,every Tuesday at 6:30
The
both teams tied.
golf scramble on Sept. 3. Results ended with
332 Squire Road Please note the
Orr, Patsy Neale., p.m. at the Knights of Columbus.
Winning on a draw were Mary Houston. Linda
For more information call Kevin
.
facility
pants were Pam building is a non-smoking
Kay Gupton and Mirriam Ferguson. Partici
.
3-7061
at 270-29
Darnall.
Williams. Judy Hooper. Marilyn Rossi and Cynthia

www.murraykyhighlandgames.com
October 25,2014

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St.. offers Storytime
Tuesdays from.9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to-five years of
age. The event also includes music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270753-6712 for more information.
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responsible for only one incorrect

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart
Saver)

010

060
Legal

tied
n Wednesday.
I of the ceme()ugh. Murray.

Alumni footk-off at 6 p.m.
Tickets will be
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The Calloway County Sheriff's Office will offer at
highest bid the following items. Pursuant to an
execution order to dispose of property seized to
satisfy a judgement to recover monies owed:
•1992 Chevrolet Van (white)
•2004 Suzuki Four Wheeler
•1994 Ford E15 Van
•1987 Eagle Rogue Boat w/ 1988 Shore Lander
Boat Trailer
Various other items recovered, forfeited, or abandoned
COUNTY SURPLUS PROPERTY
•'2007 Ford Crown Victoria (white)
•2000 Ford Crown Victoria I white
•2005 Pontiac Grand Prix (black)
Various other items

Lake Barkley State Resort Park located in Cadiz. Kentucky is hiring a Park
Desk Clerk Supervisor. The positron will be responsible for supervising and
training front desk personnel in the duties and responsibilities of the
operation of a park front desk Assigns duties and work schedules of
employees. Reviews and checks work of employees. Performs the regular duties of
of
front desk personnel such as receiving, confirming or canceling reservations,
operation of cash registers, guest portfolios, telephone
system(s) and other front desk machines, auditing, posting, filing and
typing. Coonndates the front desk functions with pa* operations. Maintains
public relations with guest and employees Handles special problems of guests.
The salary range is between $2,006.08 and $2,657.70 per month.
Candidates must meet the following minimum requirements

The sale will take place on Friday, September 12,
2014 promptly at 10:00am. Sale will be held at
Sycamore Street Extended and Shelter Lane in
Murray, KY. All property is sold as is and with no
guarantees or warranty. The Calloway County •
Sheriff's office reserves the nght to accept or reject
any and all bids, waive technicalities, or to
re-advertise. For a list of items to be sold or for
questions about the sale contact the Sheriff's Office
at 270-753-3151. Sale will be conducted by Darrell
Beane Auctioneer.
Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified window and door contractors for the
College Courts exterior renovations - window and
door replacement PROJECT, on the campus of
Murray State University. There will be a pre-bid
conference at 10:00 AM,September 15, 2014. Bids
will open October 7, 2014 at 2-00 PM. Contractora
may receive a copy of the bid advertisement by
contacting Beth Ward at 270-809-4762 or
Della Martin at 270-809-2703.

One 1 new Aerial Lift Truck. Sealed Bids are
due in the office of the General Manager, located
at 401 Olive Street, Murray, Kentucky -no later
than 3 p.m. on September 17th. 2014, at which
time the sealed bids shall be Opened and- read.
Detailed specifications are available by
contacting Tina Cox at 270-762-17'19.
THERE will be a lien sale
storage auction Tuesday,
September lilt,. 2014 at
5 00pm at three locations
consisting 'of Murray
Business Center Storage,
Murray Store & Lock
Storage. and 94 East
Boat & Mini Storage We
will start the auction at
Murray Business 'Center
Storage. 1900 North 12th
Street, then to Murray
Store, and Lock Storage.
1611 North 12th Street,
and move to 94 East Boat
& Mini Storage. 2905
State Route 94 East.
immediately following, in
Murrray, KY
Units at Murray Business
Center Storage will be
selling as follows Unit
#22. *82. *112, and
*114
Units at Murray Storage
& Lock Storage will be
selling as follows Unit
rt4B
Units at 94 East Boat &
Mini Storage will be _sell:
mg as follows Units 0106,

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st 'vtonth I ree!
*New C! mate Control
Available

.24 7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Althou9h persons
and companies . mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable.
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their actrvities.
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Home Delivery
Local Mail
,1.1kasityl
3 mo.
$30.00
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 too.
$105.00

1
Zip

1 State

3ffers Storytime
to five years of
flacks and crafts
givers. Call 270-

1
1
1
1

1
All Other Mail
Rest of KY/TN
1
Puryear & Buchanan)
Subscriptions
1
$75.00 1
3 mo
$70.50 3 mo.
$96.00 1
$90.00 6 mo.
6 me.
$120.00 1 yr.
1 yr.-$145.00 1
1
Visa
MI(' 1
Money Order
I Check
1
1
Name
1
1 St. Address__
City

church

senteri •

Thur. 12p.m.

•
e Daytime
Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. 13ez 1040
Murray. KY 4.20/1
Or call (270) 763-1918

e
a

Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER MF D

150
Articles
For Sale

MURRAY

Washer and dryer
270-753-4109

1

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St
Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for form
carpenters, rod busters, concrete finishers,
structural welders, iron workers, millwrights,
pipefitters, pipe welders, operators, crane
operators, field engineers,foreman and
superintendents for heavy industrial work.
MSHA training is helpful but not required.
EOE. Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
. or email resumes to:
kcissellQrobinsgnCOnstruction.Cem
Dental Assistant for
Murray practice 4 days
a week. Experience
required,
Send
Resume to PO BOx
1040Y.
Murray, KY 42071.
THE Essential Day Spa
& Salon is looking for a

ficensed
Massage
Therapist who is eager
to learn new techniques and enjoys
working with a team
We offer
employee benefits
including IRA, Vacation
Time, Holiday pay, and
others, This could be a
part or full time position For more information please call 270767-0760
KITCHEN
WANTED
PERSON

HELP
APPLY IN
AT JAS-

MINES OR ONLINE
ATCRAVEJASMINE COM

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
PT General Cleaner
wanted-Industrial location in Murray, KY-multiple shifts. Clean backgrounds required. Floor
experience preferred
Calling
1-800-2463221 x511 leave your
name and phone number.
TOMS Pizza
hiring
servers. Day positions
and' night positions.
Apply in person after
1pm.

Found Orange Cat,
Johnson Blvd. Murray
KY Call Bob at
270-227-7947
140

Want to Buy

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork.com.
By default,

Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the Johnetworkcom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Ai Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you

OTR Drivers Wanted.
Home
weekends,
Good pay, Good Miles,
Family owned company, 3yrs experience.
Clean MVR. 270-37E5250

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BEDROOM SUIT
6pc. Cherry, Solid
Wood,
factory
In
boxes
$795.00 270-293-4121
Can Deliver

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR G000
USED REFRIGERATORS.
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Ankles
For Sale
PROPANE
Tank
1000/Gal w/40%
propane $1500.00
270-293-6430
Used Kirby vacuum
with all the attachments $75 270-2271707

cl
i
nmercial
Proc.
ForSale
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
UPSTAIRS
fur
nished1BR,
utilities
included, washer and
dryer included, smoke
free, no -pets. Outside
terrace & entry.1 occupant. Between Benton
& Murray 270-5279395
VERY nice 48R, 28A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
340

Houses For Rent-

sets New in Plastic

Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

2BR, and Lot
$12,900
270-753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR/2BA, Appliances
included. Mobile home
in Dexter. Must have
godd
references.
$350/month 270-2272335

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-75341556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 14104A4.1.11.13 eat 211

nu

O

owl/anon is an esos:6

ptooder
and ernplaver

apparrunas

Duplex. 2BR, 1.5BA,
large utility, with W/D,
garage.
$725/mo.
$725/dep. Lynn Grove
270-227-1743
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone
270-492-8721. Mon
Wed & Fri. TDD 71'
Equal Housing
Opportunity

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties

38R furnished lake
home
No
pets
References required_
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 38R home
Appliances and carport
No
pets
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

$329,000
270-2050199
Store/Restaurant lake
area. Serious calls only
after 2pm. 270-4365277

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In Hill Electric
Since 19/(6
RIverfleld Estates
Residential &
SBG Real Property
Commercial
Professionals
Licensed & Insured
293-7872
All jobs - big or
small
Meta-cycles 6 ATV's

753-9562
wvo.v.hillelectric.com

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!
103 North 3rd St
Into

270-753-8964

2,300SQFT
OffIce/Retall/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street

Harley Davidson 3
Wheel
Trike,
Blue/Silver,
34,200
Miles. $29000 270753-9507
1975 Honda CB750-4
28.xxx miles
$2500
270-753-7271

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
Lic/Ins 270-753-Tree
(8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Well Primp Service
f?esidentia/
Agricultural

380
Pets & Supplies

Call 753-5606

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

Boats & Motors

CLEAN CUT

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate
Murray !edger & Times Fair
Hourrrng Act Notice
All real estate adNertised herein
s subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
!legal to advertise any preference. limitation or discnininalion based on race, color, religion. sex, handicap, familial Ste
tus or national nnngin, or intention to make any such preteimces. limitations or deenminahon
•
'state laws forbid discnmination
in the sale rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertysing tor rear estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons an. hereby infomied
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further avastance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rime P Milam,17031O4A-1000

Corner of Ill S. & Glendale.
107(10's & 10115'5
(270)436-2524

Services Offered

4br, 2 5ba
duplex,
Harvard
Drive
off
Bailey Road. Gross
rent $3.000 month.

270-753-8984

PILLOW Top Mattress

050

Lost and Found

308S 12th
*Eyeglasses
Murray
'Contacts
759-2500
'Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Thank you for your business'

To apply for this position visit http-J/careers.kygov and fill out an
application If extenuating circumstances exist contact the Personnel Cabinet for
further information at 502-564-8030

Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity.
M/F/D, AA employer

Or, Kevin Adams

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Applicants and employees in this classification may be required to submit to a
drug screening test and background check

Accounting Assistant I S10.34/hr

Eyecare Specialties

Residential & Commercial

Education: Additional education will substitute for work experience on a year
for year basis.

STATE UNIVERSITY

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirtslttmurray-ky.net

Six Months is $100/month

Experience: Must have two years experience in the front desk operation of an
accomodation facility.

Full-time job vacancy at Murray Campus

Embroidery &
Screen Printing

One l‘onth is $125
Three Months is $110/month

Education: High School Graduate.

Apply online & view additional details at
www murraystatejob corn

The General Manager and Board of Directors of
the Murray Electric System desire to purchase

1 yr.

\OC
Tuesday at 6:30
. Please note the
tation call Kevin

W.12 p.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

Park Desk Clerk Supervisor
Kentucky State Parks
Tourism, Arts and Heritage Cabinet

2014 SHERIFF'S SALE
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ecovery meeting
bits or hang-ups.
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ite University ation. contact
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classi
fied@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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$830 Column Inch, 60',; Discount 2nd Run,
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LIKE
NEW
2006
Bennington Pontoon
Boat 75HP Evanrudd.
22ft long Santa Fe
Blue, in dash depth
finder, antenna. CD
player/radio, docking
lights, tilt steering. Low
Mileage,
witrailer,
$11,000
270-227-4037 Toni

Services Offered

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING

Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020
D&G Cleaning
30 years experience
Honest & reliable
No job too big or too
small
Free estimates
270-978-1335
WOULD like to sit with
elderly. Was in healthcare 15yrs
270-873-7858

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
1411111111 I
II Size Units

Iif

240 Surveillance•Electricity
IV• Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
1112 Whitest! Ave.

4 1113122.
.

.010•••
0.00.1.011.1

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

GARLAND
RENTAL%
"If you've got lt, we earl store It"

Acreage
25 acres or 3 to 5 acre
ots for sale Grant
Road, 1.5 miles from

641 intersection. 270748-7708

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage- 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

AttantiSid
Ask about our
Olsolay ad

All sizes available, call today

to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Lec
is a number-piacang puzzle based on a 9:9 grid war)
sever& given numbers The obrect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains me same number only once The clifficulty level
or the Conoaptis Suctoiw increases from Monday to Sunday
Sudoku

D.G.

riar"EiN

•Power Washing
•Residential
•Cornmercial

(270)435-4431
HALL'S WAS II:
MANAGEMENT
• %cells & pii.Lil pkkups
•
nedit perated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphatt Installatm
Seal coating & stnping
•Licensed-Insured
40 vrs experience

(270)759-0501
KENTuctaLaag
REMODELItichatat
•Hame /mprofrements

McCUISTON

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Replacement and Repair

Industrial/Commertlil/Residentlal

270-293-1924

James C. Gallimore
WWW.OECLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
1. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

Hill Appliance

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Greg Mansfield

Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on alt
major brands
Licensed & Insurvd

nolaJONFILAv

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270)489-2839

TR V
ASPHAL

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
smaltHandyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

SUDOKU
Conc•ptis SudoKu

57
6
3
8
4
65
4
7
1
1
3
5
9
Difficulty Lesel *
270-978-1204
All carentry construction, additions, remodel, water damage,
mobile home repairs.

8

Bj Dane Green

4

8-3 5
6
9
2
1
25
9 7
5
1
2
5
37

Horoscope

Answer to previous puzzle

Drywall. Painting

Over 28 Years
Experience

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
or
r soe" kereeo..,,t
clor'state
tee-al,
1270) 293-841W

You now are as old
as we are again.

LIVE utirrEDi

4
9
7
2

by Jacqueline Bigar

United
Way 7117.

Happy Birthday
Jennie Hill-Howell
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Kenny Davis remembered

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

6
5

•
•
•
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HAPPYBIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Sept. 9, 2014:
Plumbing Flooring Decks
Pasing-Sealcoating
This year you express unusual
Striping
•/nsured -Sc Discount
Zach 270-873-7700
grace and integrity. You will
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
-Free Estimates
David 270-227-1106
spend a lot of time reflecting on
TONY TRAVIS
'Member OtAngies List
Approximately
Al
Shes
what is going on. Try to walk
270-293-425
Hand
Nailed
6
16
Rooster.
270-436-5959
Call 270-227-5525
away from what no longer
works for you. This year is the
last of a 12-year luck cycle. By
next summer. yOu will want to
be free of anything that does not
work in your life. If you are sin(Forty-two
should be cancelled, but that
gle,
date with cynicism, as you
years
ago
would have been playing into the
might
meet several people who
this month
terrorists' wishes."
are emotionally unavailable. If
the
U.S.
The Games continued, and two
you are attached, do not keep
played basdays later as most experts presecrets
from each other. Plan on
ketball
dicted. the Americans and
some
weekends
away together
against the
Russians were playing for the
as
well.
ARIES
adds
fire to any
Russians' in •
gold medal.
of
ideas
actions.
your
or
the
, 1972
"We knew the Russians were
Out & About Olympic. It
good." says Davis. "Their team
The Stars Show the Kind of
out to
had been together for several
... Kentucky turned
Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
be the most
years, playing about 3(1) games.
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-Socontroversial
Style
while we had played about 12 as
so;
I-Difficu
lt
game in hisa team."
By Gary P. West tory.)
The American team. playing ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Syndicated
Kenny
coach lba's patented slow-down *** Maintain a low-profile and
Columnist
Davis may
. style that demanded at least five you'll find that others. will
not be the
passes before a shot went up, respond accordingly. A key partbiggest name to ever play bastrailed -the Russians late in the ner seems readily available to
have an important discussion.
ketball in Kentucky, but he's game before a furious rally that Communication
opens up when
pretty big. Still, he is one of the
culminated in ,Illinois State's you decide to reveal more of
most decorated players in the
Doug Collins being fouled as he your
feelings.
Tonight:
state's rich hoops history.
drove for a layup with three sec- Energized. .
By the time he graduated from
onds remaining and the Russians TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Georgetown College in 1971 he
up 49-48. In the most pressure- ***.Use the daytime hours to
finish up a project. You might
had scored over 3,000 points.
packed free throws in the history want to think through an
issue
which at the time was a record
of basketball, a woozy Collins that surrounds a personal matfor a Kentucky collegian. Being
sank both shots to put the ter more thoroughly. Deliberate
a prolific scorer was nothing new
all you want," but postpone an
Americans up 50-49.
for the 6'1- sharpshooter. At
"This is „where it got crazy." important discussion. for now;
someone easily could blow his
Wayne County High School in
says Davis. "Confusion about a
Photo provided
or her top. Tonight: Settle in.
1966 he led the state in scoring at Kenny holds
the Olympic Torch that he ran with in help- time out not being allowed, no GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
just under 30 a game.
one speaking a common lan- **** You will be ontop of
ing to get the flame to the Atlanta Olympics in 1996.
At Georgetown. Davis became
guage, the clock not being set your game. Take responsibility
an.A11-American and parlayed playing in the World Games and Pan- right, all of this created chaos. The Russians ended up getting three for what needs to be done, and
complete it. You will feel great
American Games into a spot on the. 1972 Olympic basketball team. chances before they threw it the length of the court to score."
and be in the mood -to join
beating out several All
:American NCAA Division I players.
The game should have ended after the Russians inbounded the ball
friends or indulge in a favorite
"I had all of that international experience in the World and Pan- follow ing Collins two free throws, according to Davis.
pastime. You- could have too
Am -Games," Davis says. "The international rules are what you play
"Coach_lba should have taken our-teani off the floor when the much energy for your own
by in the Olympics and they are a lot different than the collegiate game ended the first time:- Davis said. "But they told him if he did good. Tonight: Where the action
games."
we would forfeit the game. We thought we had won the game twice. is.
Along the way he had played with and held his own against some
The 51-49 Russian win marked to.first ever Olympic loss for a CANCER (June 21-July 22)
of the game's best, among thernJiM McDaniels, George McGinnis, U.S. basketball team, but the controversy still wasn't over, In the ***** Keep reaching out to
someone you care about._ It
Billy Shepherd, and Mike Casey. So when the Olympic Trials locker room innnediately after the game the American players, over
might be difficult to change
rolled around, Davis felt his chances of making the team were good. the objection of their coaches, decided they would not accept the direction or do something differ-*
Competing with some 60 other players at the Air Force Academy in second place silver medals.
ently. Your ability to honor a new
Colorado Springs, he had two weeks to prove himself.
"Why should we'?" asked Davis. "We had won the gold, not the friend's requests could launch a
fun escapade. Don't overthink -• Legendary coach Henry lba. who had recently retired at silver."
just go with your initial feelings.
Oklahoma State, had two NCAA championships to his credit, as
Davis. being the team's captain, then went before world media and Tonight: -A force to behold.
well as.the 1964 and 1968 Olympic titles, had been* named once gave them the news that neither he nor his teammates would be at LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
again to lead the American team. At the Trials. lba. after instructing the medal ceremonies.
**** You enjoy relating
his cadre of coaches on what style of play he Wanted them to imple"I have it in my will that my family is never to accept the silver." directly to others Try to understand why a close friend continment, spent most of his time observing. Among the coaches there Davis added...
,
ues to trip him- or herself up.
were Indiana's Bobby Knight, Kentucky's Joe B. Hall. and
Today those 12 silver Olympic medals set unclaimed in storage in
Understand that others respond
Georgetown College's Dr. Bob Davis,. (No relation to Kenny).
Lausanne, Switzerland.
differently to you because you
When it was all over, Kenny Davis had made the Olympic team
A 40-year career with Converse Shoes followed the Olympics: keep things to yourself. Share
that would be playing in Munich. But first there would be 21 days and while he was selling more than eight million pairs of the iconic your feelings more openly, and
of grueling practices at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii.
tennis shoes. he was also telling his Olympic story across the United visualize what you desire.
Tonight: At home.
"I saw the beach two times while I was there," says Davis. "Once States.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
flying in and the second flying out."
"As heartbreaking as it was losing to the Russians, it was even **** You could be taken
The three-a
:
day sessions were unlike anything the 12 selected more so for those Israeli athletes," he says. "At least we got to come aback by someone's efforts to
players had ever gone through. While it crossed the minds of sev- home. They didn't."
draw you out You usually don't
eral of the players to hang it up and head back to the mainland,
Today. Kenny and wife Rita, live in the home they built in 1977 shut down, but lately it seems
Kenny was not one of them.
just outside of Paint Lick. four miles from Berea.
"Playing for Coach Davis at Georgetown, we went through some
"We have about 180 acres with several head of cattle," he says. "It
pretty tough practices," he said. "I was somewhat prepared. Swen has been a great place to raise our family."
MX
Nator(UCLA)went home. But there was nothing that could get me
The narrow blacktop road that passes the Davis home is barely
to quit. This was the high point of my basketball career. Most of wide enough for two cars to pass. More often than not the only trafthe other guys (Jim Forbes, Tom McMillen, Tom Burleson. Kevin fic is either a piece of farm equipment or a tourist on their way to
Joyce. Bobby Jones, Tom Henderson, Jim Brewer, Dwight Jones, Halcombs Knob Bed and Breakfast,just down the road.
Mike Bantom, Ed Ratleff, and Doug Collins) were probably going
There's no excuse. So get up, get out and get going. Gary P. West
to play in the NBA or ABA.. But for me this was it."
can be reached at HYPERL1NK "mailto:west1488@twc.com"
Davis had several inquiries frdm professional teams after west 1 488@twc.com
Georgetown, but his goal was to make the Olympic team, so for that
(Writer Gary P. West has written a soon-to-be released book.
year after college until the Olympics, he Worked and played basket- "Better Than Gold", that details Kenny Davis' life and the 1972
ball for AAU's Marathon Oil team based in Lexington.
Munich Olympics).
• Helping families underAll the while pressure was mounting as to whetherThe'US. team
stand their budgets and
could hold off the rapidly improved play of several international
finances
teams like Russia, Cuba. Puerto Rico and Italy. They were all clos• Combating youth's use
ing the gap on, the Americans. and having never lost an Olympic
of alcohol, tobacco and
basketball game, Davis and his teammates knew they were in for a
drugs
battle in Munich.
The '72 Games in Munich turned out to be the most horrific ever.
'Achieving preventative
When a .grotip of Black September Arab terrorist slipped into
health care and healthy
Olympic Village and began a murdering spree that ended at the airliving
port with 11 Israelis athletes dead, nothing would ever be the same
again involvinji Olympic security.
"We were in shock," says, Kenny. "Some thought the Games
-Bath & Kitchen

9 5.1 78
4_2_8 3 9
6374 2
7 13 6.5
24 6 9 1

4_3 2
1 7.6
59 8
9 24
7 8 5

as though you have. Something
else might be happening here.
Once the other party starts talking, you will gain understanding.
Tonight: Be a duo.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A loved one could be
balking, which might be causing
an additional effort on your part
to keep him or her on the right
course. Let someone you care
about express his or her
thoughts on the matter. Tonight:
So many offers and invitations.
Now choose.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You'll move quickly from
one topic to another, as your
agile mind is capable of finding
answers fast. You know when
enough is enough, so make it
OK to say *no." A call could add
a lot of romance to your life. Be
open to your feelings. Tonight:
Get a good night's sleep.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might want to move
in a different direction, but you'll
want and need more feedback
first. Listen to news with a bit
more cynicism than usual. Your
creativity will emerge toward the
end of the afternoon. Use this
energy well. Tonight: Love the
moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 19)
**** Speak your mind, and
don't hold back. It will be clear
that you have a different idea
from someone else for how to
handle a personal matter.
Understand that the two ideas
could work well together. Return
calls and ask long-overdue
questions. Tonight: Hang out
close to home.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Continue monitoring your
finances closely, as there could
be a problem where you least
expect one. Schedule meetings
for the end of the day, when
you're more relaxed. Listen to
what someone has to share.
This person might have very different views. Tonight: Join a
friend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You will be in your element. As a result, you'll be able
to pull back and see the big picture from various points of view.
How you deal with a problem
could change radically given
new information. Know that you
will find the qght solution.
Tonight: Your treat.
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BORN TODAY
Actor Adam Sandler (1966).
actor Hugh Grant (1960)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Chess
Sac H&c
camtsce tor sac) is a mose by %%Web
sou give up more material than you get
in order to get other advantages such as
space or time A gambit is an example
of a sacntice It is speculative
In the position below Black has just
sacked the forward d pawn and now has
an attack I c4 c5 2N13 N16 3e5 NdS
4 NO e6 5 Nxd5 exd5 6.d4 N1/476 7.thc5
llxcS 8.Qxd5 Qb6 Is it good enough?
Don't know That is what speculative
means What is black's main immediate
threat" Should White try to stop it or lel
it happen as Black plans'?
a

b

c

de

1
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abccle f gh
Last week Play 2 B-e4 which blocks
both of black's defenders Only one can
maintain a line of attack so that one of
the mates can he played.
Wayne Bell. webellilylcom
NT. mur-calchessbliwspoicos*
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Tea years ago
Pictured is Murray High School's
defensive and offensive lineman,
Cory Zabel. as he prepares to tape
his fingers prior to practice recently
in the Tigers'field house.Iubel has
37 offers from various Division 1
schools but has narrowed his chokes down to three.
Preparation continues for this
weekend's start of the Community
Resource Clothing Fair at the former location of Terry's Decorating
Center.
More than 200 attended-the All
Kirksey School Reunion. Yvette
Pyle, principal of Calloway County
High School, was the guest speaker.
Lola James, Joe Pat James and
James V. Edwards lead the group in
singing.
Briggs & Stratton manager
Rodney Bohannan, hands Jean
Bennett, president of Leadership
Murray, a check for $100. Pictured
also are Gina Winchester, alumni
vice president of Leadership
Murray and Brenda Kimbro,_ alumni. The donation is for the sponsorship of a junior or senior in high
school to enable them to participate
in various functions of the program.
Calloway County lineman, Lucas
Stone, has quickly become the
anchor of the Laker football team
this year. He leads the Laker% in
tackles and has been named the
team's co-captain.
Twenty years ago
Timothy L. Lassiter. 37, from
Murray. died from injuries sustained in an automobile accident
last nice near Cherry Corner.
luta Hutson, of Murray, recently
spent two weeks as a counselor at
Camp Loucon,Leitchfield. This is a
camp for children with cancer.
Pictured are new members of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, Kay Hays, Robbie
Paschall and Lottie Brandon.
Murray Woman's Club cookbooks are now on sale at various"
locations around Murray. The proceeds from the sale of these books
will go towards the upkeep of the
club house.
Lynne Beatty, daughter of
Durwood and Wilma Beatty, panic-

pitted m the NASA Earth Science
Summer School at the California
Institute of Technology in August.
Beatty is a doctoral student at the
University of Kentucky. ,
Carrie Bell, a senior midfielder
for Calloway County High School.
scored four goals in leading the
Lakers to a 6-1 win over the Murray
High School Lady Tigers.
Thirty years ago
The Murray State University
cheerleading squad brought home
three trophies during University
Cheer and Spirit Camp in Memphis.
Pictured are four children who are
"charter members" of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Child
Care Center. Their parents are all
employees of the hospital. The children are Charlie Michael, Kellie
Williams, Shane Butler and John
Marcum.
An "After the Game" dance will
be held at the Murray Country Club
following the Murray State-Semo
football game on Saturday. Hosts
for the event will be Mr. and Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Boone and Mr. and Mrs. Walt
Apperson.
Forty years ago
Ground breaking on the five new
tennis courts adjacent to Murray
High School will take place Sept.
10 according •to Gary Hohman,
Murray Park and Recreation
Director.
Mrs. Lochie Hart was honored
with a dinner of appreciation by the
Calloway County Library Board of
Trustees and the Library staff.
Fifty years ago The Murray State College Band
with Professor Paul Shahan as
director will start its new season
Sept.9.
Don Pride and David Parker of
Murray attended the 17th annual
Leadership Training Workshop of
Sigma Chi fraternity at Ball State
College, Muncie,Indiana.
Sixty years ago
Cecil Baker, Carl Jones. Glenn
Grogan and Jackie Paul Crittenden
have enlisted in the United States
Navy.

Woman traumatized by sister's
murder feels need for closure
DEAR ABBY: I lost my sister in a brutal murder several
years ago. I was too emotionally
upset to view her body or go to
the trial. As a result of not having been physically connected to
her passing. I have lacked closure all these years.
1 believe I am finally ready
to face the
reality
and
deal with it
now. As part
of the process
of moving on,
I would like
to say goodbye to her at
the last place
I remember
Dear Abby her living,
which is the
house
she
BtAbigail
spent so much
Vat,- Buren
time
and
effort on and where she was murdered. The house sold shortly after
it was listed.
I can't conceive of imposing
on the new owners with my own
"issues," so I do not intend to knock
on the door and explain who I
am. I am wondering, however,
about the appropriateness of leaving a basket of my sister's favorite
flowers on the front porch in her
memory. I feel like I need to
leave something for her.
If this would be all right to
do, would a note to the effect of
wishing the house and its owners a new beginning be the thing
to do, or not including a note at
all? I'm at a loss. -- LOST IN
MONTANA
DEAR LOST: Please accept
my sylnpathy for the tragic loss
of your sister. I would not advise
anonymously leaving flowers on
the doorstep because it might upset
the new homeowners. However,
a signed card, with a message
ing them a lifetime of happiness in this house .-that has a
special meaning for you because
your beloved sister once lived

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, September
It. the 251st day of 2014. There
are 114 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1900, Galveston, Texas, was
struck by a hurricane that killed
an estimated 8,000 people.
On this date:
In 1504, Michelangelo's towering marble statue of David was
unveiled to the public in Florence,,
Italy
In 1761, Britain's King George
III married Princess Charlotte of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz a few hours

Edward County, Virginia, reopened
after being closed for five years
by officials attempting to prevent
court-ordered racial desegregation.
In 1994, USAir Flight 427, a
Boeing 737. crashed into a ravine
as it was approaching Pittsburgh
International Airport,killing all 132
people on board.
Ten years ago: The Genesis
space capsule. which had spent
three years gathering solar wind
samples, crashed to Earth when
its parachutes failed to deploy.(Scientists were able to save enough
solar samples for study.)
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YOU WON'T GET ANYTHING
DONE LIKE THAT

YOU'RE GOING 10 1713INIEGRATE
INTO A BIG PILE OF POST
ANP JUST SLOW AWAYt

Contact Dear Abby
at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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You can start by doing more
physical activities throughout your
'day. For example, take the _stain
instead of the elevator, do some
gardening, or walk around your
living room while talking on the
phone. Several of my patients
deliberately replaced their traditional home phones with cordless
home phones to make this easier.(And some have replaced home
phones entirely by cellphones.)
You'll also want to start, or
continue, a regular exercise routine. Aim for 30 minutes of moderate aerobic exercise a day, at
least five days a week. Good
o
ns inc c walking, swimming.
robics and riding
a stationary bike.
Try to do strength-training exercises twice a week. Strength training protects against bone loss and
builds muscle. It also provides
the functional strength you need
for everyday activities like lifting
groceries or rising from a chair.
Doing yoga and climbing stairs
involve strength training. However, its best to perform a group
of strength-training exercises that
use different muscle groups. You
can also incorporate elastic resistance bands,free weights or weight
machines into your strength-training routine.
Finally, be sure to mike balance exercises a part of your exercise program. Better balance
arduces your risk of falls, which
can be' disabling or even fatal in
older adults. On my website,
AskDoctorK.com, I've put photos
and descriptions of balance exercises you can do at home, without any special equipment. Or
learn yoga or tai chi. Both activities also improve balance.
Ideally, we'd all like to keep
walking as long as possible. But
remember,losing the ability to walk
doesn't mean the end of your mobility. You can still remain mobile
by using a wheelchair or either
assistive devices.

DRIPS TO GOI
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about togo cups:
"My Sound Off is when 1
go through a fast-food drivethru and 1 am handed a cup
that is dripping. I know some
places do wipe down the cup
by
handing it to a patron.
Heloise 1before
wish they all would do that."
— A.R., via email
This can be a bother, and sure can make a
mess on you and your auto!
Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Holoise
P.O. Box 795000
-San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other uses for clean
cereal bags:
Place cookies on one to cool after cooking.
• Use to crush crackers, etc.
* Freeze leftovers in them. Double-bag them.
* Use in Iletween layers of cookies or desserts
to transport.
* Place spices and crumbs in one and use to
shake and coat chicken.
— Heloise
EASY-CLEAN GRILL
Dear Heloise: I have a small electric countertop grill. 1 was wondering if you have an easy
way to clean it. — Jason in San Marcos, Texas
Hi. Jason. Let me guess — you are a college
student going to my alma mater, Texas State University, known as Southwest Texas State University
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when I went there. Here is an easy way to clean
that grill:
Unplug the grill (just so there is no problem),
put some wet paper towels onto the grill and close
the lid. Let it sit for a while, and go do something
fun! The buildup should be loosened enough to
scrub with a damp sponge (and a drop of dish
soap). To prevent a bad buildup, at least wipe out
the grill after each use. — Heloise
STEP STOOL
Dear lido's.: Have you seen the small step
stools with i curve to theni? My young son needs
a step stool to help him use the restroom and reach
the sink to wash his hands. I saw the small, curved
step stool at the store and had an idea. I bought
it for him. It fits against the toilet nicely, and is
small enough that it doesn't get in the • way. —
Shama in San Antonio
PET ALERT
Dear Heloise: I just read some of your hints
for using old DVDs. I write on the shiny side
"Dog and Cat inside" and, using a suction cup.
stick them to a window close to the doors. In case
of a fire, someone will see them and know that
there are pets inside the house. I have one at each
window near a door. — Joan in Pennsylvania
Woof, woof and meow, meow! There are petalert stickers available: I have some around the
entryways in our home. But this is certainly a good
way to reuse, recycle and possibly save a life. —
Heloise
SLIPPERY SOAP
Dear Heloise: The bar of soap kept falling off
the soap dish in my shower. I had some leftover
shelf liner, so I cut a small piece that fit the soap
dish. Now the bar stays put. — Joanna, via email
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Watered down
Greek goddess of marriage
Cost
Singer Cara
Supple
In poor taste
Greek goddess of wisdom
Pub brew
Golf pegs
Poker ploys
Make mistakes
Publicity acts
Musical drama
Canal setting
"My country — of thee*
Game quest
Of high quality
Hockey's Bobby
Greek goddess of the moon
Taletellers
Snooped (around)
Titled women
Uses a towel
Greek goddess of youth
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Choice word
Massage targets
Acute
Batter's goal
Memorable time
Get a new actor for
Low joints
Setting piece
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Greek goddess of hunting
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One — million
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There are onty five employees, and I am the only female. I
earn less than half of what the
men here do. I am also the only
one who has teenaged sons. Most
of the time when we divide up
the leftovers to take home, I get
more than my fair share. Sometimes it's by default -- nobody
wants them. But sometimes it's
by design. The boss says. "Take
most of it -- you have kids."
I appreciate the extra food.
With an added salad or some
extra vegetables, dinner is ready
in short order when I get home.
(Plus, it saves me hundreds of
dollars each month in groceries.)
But I'm starting to feel funny
about it. Is it an act of kindness.
or could it have a negative impact
on my status in the office? Or
am I looking a gift horse in the
mouth and worried about nothing? -- AMBIVALENT DOWN
SOUTH
DEAR , AMBIVALENT: it
appears you work in an office
with unusually considerate people. I can't see how accepting the
leftovers would in any way compromise your status in the office.
What would happen to the food
if you didn't take it? Would it be
wasted? As you said, this is saving you hundreds of dollars a month
in groceries. I agree you may be
looking a gift horse in the mouth,
and that ain't hay.
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overs.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm in
my 80s. I recently stopped driving, and now I can get around
independently .only by walking
Can you tell me how to improve.
or at least maintain, my mobility?
DEAR READER: Mobility is
one of those things most of us
take
for
granted until
we begin to
lose it. That's
when we realize that even
a simple, reldtively
uneventful
Jay requires a
great deal of
Dr. Kornaroff physical
By
stamina.
Dr. Anthony
strength, balKomaroff
ance. coordination
and
range of motion.
The single most important thing
you can do to remain mobile and
independent is to engage in regular physical activity. I can't
emphasize this enough: You need
to be active to stay active.
When I give this advice to my
older patients, they sometimes
reply that "it's too late." They say
they haven't really been physically active since they were in their
20s, and ask what good it would
do if they started now.
For the vast majority of my
older patients, the answer is that
it is never too late to start: The
evidence shows that starting a
regular exercise program even after
decades of inactivity brings great
health benefits.
People who are older and out
of shape will need to start slowly and increase their exercise program incrementally. Sometimes I
recommend that they start with a
trainer to get 'them going on a
program they can maintain themselves. But that usually is not
necessary.

Hints From Minis°
after meeting her for the first
time.
In _1892, an early version of
"The Pledge of Allegiance." written by Francis Bellamy. appeared
in "The Youth's Companion."
In 1921, Margaret Gorman, 16.
of Washington D.C., was crowned
the first "Miss America" in Atlantic
City, New Jersey.
In 1944, Nazi Germany fired
the first of its V-2 rockets, which
were faster and more powerful
than the V- I, ipto London during
World War II.
In 1964,public schools in Prince

King Features
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DEAR ABBY: Our office has
breakfast and lunch brought in
every day for the staff, clients
and visitors. They are nice lunches — steak, baked chicken, sandwiches, pizza and barbecue -- and
almost every day there are left-
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there, might be something they
would enjoy while providing closure for you.
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MSU FOOTBALL:(25) LOUISVILLE 66, RACERS 21

PREP XCC

Murray,
Calloway open
XCC season
Staff Report

All in the cards

The high school cross-country season
opened Saturday afternoon with the
Murray Invitational at the Jones Farm,
where both Calloway and Murray had
successful days in long distance.
Calloway's Kelly Norton finished
third in the girls 5K run with a 21:52.6,
while Murray would have two top-20
finishers in Kenzley Sparks (23:05,
12th) and Kayleigh House (23:31.4,
19th).
Calloway's Noby Wilson took sixth
in the 3K run with a time of 14:31.9.
Laker Josh Betts finished eighth in
the boys 5K with an 18:14.5, while fellow Laker Cameron Cooper would finish 12th with an 18:36.7.
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LAKER GOLF

Calloway brings
home fifth at
Marshall Co.
Invitational

•Tig

Staff Report
The Calloway County Lakers came
home with a fifth place finish in the
Marshall County Invitational this
weekend after carding a team score
326.
Leading the way for the Lakers was
senior Matthew Winder, who finished
with a 78. Behind Winder were scores
from John Venice (81), Connor Wagner
(83), Tanner Hicks (84) and Connor
Steele (85).
The tournament played host to 13
teams from around the region, with
McCracken County wrangling in the
win with a team score 307.
Hopkinsville finished just behind
with a 309, while Marshall County and
Graves County tied for third with a
318.

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
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ON GETTING
Racers crowned
BETTER IN
champions of
HEAVY BOUT
MSU VOLLEYBALL

Liberty
Invitational
From MSU Athletics

Lady Tig
Newcom
"A" Stat4

Murray State volleyball swept both
opponents USC-Upstate and Howard
during the second day of the Liberty
Invitational. The Racers beat USC
Upstate 3-0(25-23,25-19,25-11) before
winning against Howard 3-0 (25-18,2521,25-17).
The Racers were named Liberty
Invitational Champions. Taylor Olden
was Tournament MVP, while Scottie
Ingram and Kristen Besselsen were
named to the All-Tournament Team.
Game two vs. Howard (3-0,25-18,
25-21,25-17)
During the final game of Murray
State's Liberty Invitational, the Racers
defeated new opponent,the Bison.
The first set started very close until
Murray State took a 7-6 lead. Murray
State continued their dominance and
took a 16-9 lead before Howard cut the
lead. MSU took the first set 25-18. The
second set was a back and forth set.
Howard had a 14-13 lead before MSU
took the next three points to take a 16-14
lead. The set continued to be a close set
until the Racers took the set 25-21. The
third set was a close set until MSU took
a 12-8 lead. Howard was able to take the
lead 14-13 before Murray State took the
next nine points to take the lead and
make it a 21-14 set. Murray State took
the third set 25-17.
Besselsen recorded a double-double
with 13 kills and 12 digs. Ingrain added
10 kills. Olden recorded 13 digs,leading
the Racers. Ellie Lorenz also added 11
digs. Sam Bedard recorded 32 assists.
Game one vs. USC Upstate (3-0,2523,25-19,25-11)
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Tigers, Lady
Tigers roll on
to wins during
Saturday's
Tiger Classic

THE TIGER CLASSIC

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
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ALL'A' CLASSIC CHAMPIONSHIP

Lady Tigers finish second overall
MCDOWELL
SECOND,
BOONE FOURTH
IN SOMERSET
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

SOMERSET, Ky. — From the
start of the season, the Murray
Lady Tigers have had the
Touchstone Energy All "A"
Classic State Championship circled as a key moment for the
di&
year.
Surging through a rainPhoto provided
ndseco
ed weekend in Somersetat
their
delay
with
The Murray Lady Tigers pose
noon.
the Woodson Bend, Lady Tiger
place All "A" trophy Sunday after

when we tried to change the way
we work," Newcomb noted of
his club's improvement. "The
girls and boys have been practicing the right way, and we
have just been getting them
closer to their potential."
Both Newcomb and assistant
coach Amy McDowell said they
have noticed a different mindset
in practice, while both the Tigers
and Lady Tigers have played
courses much safer than they
have in the past.
Instead of chasing the better
scores, Newcomb said his players have remained cognizant of
staying out of trouble — settling
for bogeys when they come up
and avoiding trouble when it
presents itself.
SLIMIDer.
Soy ALL 'A', 11
"I think it all started last year

Sarah McDowell fired a secondplace 77, leading Murray to an
overall second-place finish with
a team score of 365.
Behind McDowell were Beth
Graham (89), Hannah Williams
(95) and Alyssa Brunston (104),
who together helped McDowell
bring home the hardware for
Murray this weekend-.
Just 15 strokes behind eventual winner Owensboro Catholic
(350), head coach Nick
was
he
said
• Newcomb
impressed to see a 17-stroke difference from this year's finish
and last year's scores, attributing the improvement to better
course management and preparation over the course of the
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MSU SOCCER

Florida Gulf
Coast trips
up Racers

ger.com

The Murray State women's
soccer team took a tough 4-0
loss to Florida Gulf Coast on
Sunday at the FGCU Soccer
Complex in Fort Myers,Florida.
lite game was tied for the
most of the first half until the
36th minute when Tabby Tindell
scored on an assist by Sarah
Lowicki,for the only goal of the
opening stanza. While the
Eagles(4-1)outshot MSU,12-3,
in the frame, most of FGCU's
Photo provided
shots did not find their target, as
Lady Tiger Sarah McDowell poses with head coach Nick it only enjoyed a 3-2 advantage
Newcomb after bringing in a runner-up finish at the All in that category.
"A" State Championship.
However, it was a barrage in
the middle of the second half
over a span of just over five
minutes that sealed the Racers'
2-under 70, while Mayfield From Page 10
fate. The sequence began with a
"We've worked a lot on our who qualified from the 1st foul committed by the Racers in
short game, and that's the first Region as a team - pulled out a the 67th minute, which awarded
area to look at when needing a second-place finish with a 315, the Eagles a penalty kick opporjust shy of Somerset's top finish tunity, the third allowed by the
safe shot," he said.
While McDowell and the with a 312 on their home course. Racers this year. Melissa Arnold
"I'm just really proud of us, successfully converted the
Lady Tigers were busy hacking
away at the Woodson Bend,jun- and it's good for us going for- attempt for the Eagles, marking
ior Tiger James Boone - their ward," Newcomb said of her fist goal of the season and
lone qualifier was roughing up Murray's overall showing. "We giving her team a 2-0 lead in the
the links at the Eagles Nest, really need to catch Marshall process.
Florida Gulf Coast moved to
coming away with a 73 for a County, Calloway County...and
fouth-place tie on the weekend. this is a great confidence boost- lead to 3-0 in the 70th minute on
a second goal by Tindell in the
Boone was just three strokes er going into the late fall.
off Newport Central Catholic's
"Personally. I love the chal- match. The play was set-up by
Drew McDonald, who came lenge, and I'm looking forward Julia Roddar who passed the ball
to Shannen Wacker, who then
away as the top medalist with a to the end of September."
beat MSU's Shelby Haworth
before sending the ball to
Tindell, who chipped it in for the
Before facing. the Vikings. score. The final goal came in a
however,
the Tigers will play similar fashion in the 73rd
Martin Son noted of Riley and
Christian County on the road minute„ only this time it was
Chavarria's chemistry.
Trigg would score in the 55th tonight. then 14 to Thursday's Tindell and Wacker who set up
minute to make it 2-all, and it matchup against a hot Graves Paulain Speckmaier to do the
looked to go to•shootout before County team before closing the scoring.
FGCU finished the match by
Suphat Yoopensuk punched a week with round two of the
rebound into the back of the net Crosstown Classic Saturday outshooting the Racers, 22-12,
afternoon.
but enjoyed a much slimmer
with time expiring for the win.
margin in shots on goal at only
The Tigers would then go on
The Murray Lady Tigers (4-0- 8-5. Bronagh Kerins led MSU
to face Massac County, who had
shutynia;rwklin-Simpkeik,2446, ) were able, to pick up their on the afternoon with three total
fourth. wiiffwof the .seaaan -shets-erwt-ene-ert
eartitirtl_thetV
_
-Saturday. 2-1, -against -Ohio - -TUTIENT5olie3i followe• wit two
Murray had a 2-0 lead by the
County amidst the Tiger Classic shots, both of which went on
28th minute. thanks to a goal
taking place at Murray High.
goal. Haworth fell to 0-2 in goal
from Riley and assist from
The Lady Bobcats scored first for Murray State with the loss,
Chavarria before the two
when senior Tate Parker after going the full 90 minutes
switched roles and scored again.
punched a shot past Murray and allowing four goals, despite
Massac County, however,
goalie Meredith Purdom from making four saves.
wouldn't bow. quietly, scoring
about 18 feet out, and head
The Racers will return from
quickly from a corner kick and a
coach Shauna Traylor said it the Sunshine State to end a fivefree kick with five minutes left
shook her team up a little bit and match road swing against comin the half.
forced them to "pick it up."
petition with a more regional
Chavarria would open the sec"It was just a great shot," flair next weekend. On Friday,
ond half with an unassisted goal
Traylor said of the goal.
the Racers will make the short
in the 55th minute to make it 3From then on.Traylor said her drive to Murfreesboro to take on
2. but Massac would score on squad got more aggressive,
another corner kick soon after to fought back and started taking Middle Tennessee, followed by
a trip to "The Gateway to the
make it 3-3. .
more shots.
West" on Sunday to face Saint
Three minutes later, Chavarria
It worked - Liz Armstrong Louis.
took matters into his own hands scored in the 32nd minute off a
for a third time - picking up the mishandled rebound at the goal
hat trick to put Murray up 4-3.
to knot it up
and at the half
Riley would score in the 80th Traylor said she talked to her
minute on what Son called the team and told them she didn't
prettiest free kick of the Season want a tie game like how the
thus far - drilling a 40-yard free West Creek, Tennessee, match
kick that ricocheted off the top week went last week.
and side posts for the final 5-3
Junior Linda Arkalian put the
victory.
Lady Tigers up 2-1 in the 63rd
Riley has scored in five minute when, she crashed the
Be Informed
straight games for the Tigers and goal and put in a rebound from a
has nine goals on the season, strong shot by a-mstrong.
while Chavarria has six goals in
Murray outOot Ohio County
six contests.
22 to four(and Traylor said if
With striker Gustavo Leon there was rry way her team
possibly seeing action for the Could find ways to finish more
first time Tuesday night against of their shots, they would even
St. Mary for the All "A" be more dangerous than their 4Championship, Son said his 0-1 season indicates.
squad is coming around offenThe Lady Tigers certainly
sively at the right time of the have a busy week ahead of
season.
them, as they travel to
"Our offense is really starting McCracken County Tuesday
to click," he said. "We've been before facing Graves County on
less direct and passing more, Thursday.
and we're just being more effi- 'They close the week on
Saturday with round two of the
cient with the ball.
"The expectations we had of Crosstown Classic - this time
our offense to begin the season taking place at Murray High
School.
are starting to be met."
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advantage before taking the set
25-11.
to gain the lead on a service ace
Olden led the team with 14
the
make
from Scottie Ingram to
followed by Ingram who
kills,
score 23-22. The Racers won the
nine.
added
set,
set 25,23. During the second
led the team in assists
Bedard
MSU took a quick lead. They with 32. She also led with 15 digs
went up 9-4 early in the set. USC
Upstate tried to cut the lead, but to give her a double-double.
Lorenz added 13 digs for the
was not able to gain enough
While Alyssa Lehn and
Racers.
themselves
put
to
momentum
Besselsen
helped defensively
ahead of the Racers. The Racers
took the second set 25-19. The with seven and six blocks,respecthird set was a quick win for tively.
"I'm happy that we got better
MSU. The score looked close
daring the set with the Racers each set." Said head coach David
only taking a 9-5 lead, but the Schwepker. *They were learning
Racers were able tO score in big about the other team and making
ways on Spartan errors to gain an adjustments to get better'

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Murray State tries to gang-tackle Louisville Cardinal Eli Rogers (6) during Saturday
night's showdown between the two teams. Rogers currently leads UotL in receiving.

•Football...
Humphries connected with
From Page 10
three different receivers on six
fourth down.
The Murray State defense then passes during the drive.
On first-and-goal from the 9limited the Cardinals to a 45yard line, he threw a slant pass
yard field goal.
to Davis, who scored his second
The Racer headed into halftouchdown.of the night.
time trailing 45-7, but Hatcher
The Racers scored again early
said the Racers vowed not to lay
in the fourth quarter when
down, and instead come out in
Humphries completed a 16-yard
the second half with a renewed
touchdown pass to Jeremy
sense of purpose.
Harness to make the score 66"Our goal at halftime was to 21.
win the second half," Hatcher
Humphries said that the
said. "That was kind of our Racers just went out and played
mantra coming out of the break, the game instead of worrying
and our guys really bought into too much about who they
it. The second half, we held our played.
own. I really thought that offen"We didn't play Louisville,"
sively, we got in a groove." •
he said. "We jut went out there
Much of that smooth style of and played football."
play came at the hands of backLouisville scored once more,
up quarterback KD Humphries. meaning they only outscored
After failing to get anything the Racers 21-14 in the second
-ferns en the -first drive of the
second half, Humphries guided
"We threw and We i-ght the
Murray State to its second ball really well," Hatcher said.
touchdown on his second try.
"Defensively we slowed them

down and got some stops things we didn't do in the first
half."'
Davis, who now has six total
touchdowns this season, and he
said the Racers have to keep up
their focus heading forward.
"We've got to play fast and do
what we're coached to do all
through the week," he said. "It's
going to all come together."
The Racers will have this
week off, and next week they
travel to Western Michigan on
Saturday.
The following Saturday starts
OVC play when the Racers host
Jacksonville State.
"We've got to find out who we
are, we've got to find out what
we do the best and we've got to
find out who the best players
are," Hatcher said. "So when
Jacksonville
State
comes
around,that's when we've got to
really be at the top of our game."
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pictures to:
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2015 Lincoln MKC

OF THE

This fresh, sporty Shy is the newst hit Lincoln's lineup.
This MKC has everything you've ever wanted in a vehicle & MORE!
It's loaded with heated/cooled premium loather seats. duel zone
climate control, push button start, reverse sensing system &
camera, and panoramic vista roof! All of this plus excellent fuel
economy.8.the first to grab one ethos* hot now Lincoln's!

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky 1 1.888.341.3968 1 www.ParkerFord.com
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msu xcc
Cross country continues
strong season at EIU

TENNESSEE TITANS

Locker leads Titans to 26-10
win over Chiefs
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MLB Glance
National League
East Division
L Pet GB
W
80 61.567
Washington
74 69.517
Atlanta
11
72.489
69
Miami
13
68 75.476
New York
66 76.465 14%
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
79 64.552
St. Louis
74 68.521 4%
Pittsburgh
5
74 69.517
Milwaukee
12
67 76.469
Cincinnati
15
79.448
64
Chicago
West Division
L Pet GB
W
81 62.566
Los Angeles
3
78 65.545
San Francisco
14%
76.465
66
San Diego
22
59 84.413
Arizona
22
59 84.413
Colorado
Saturday's Games
4
Detroit
San Francisco 5
Pittsburgh 5 Chicago Cubs 3 11
innings. comp of susp game
Philadelphia 3, Washington 1
Pittsburgh 5 Chicago Cubs 0
Cincinnati 2 N Y Mets 1
Atlanta 4 Miami 3 10 innings
St Louts 5 Milwaukee 3
Colorado 7, San Diego 6 12 innings
L A Dodgers 5 Arizona 2
Sunday's Games
Miami 4, Atlanta 0
N Y Mets 4 Cincinnati 3
Washington 3 Philadelphia 2
St Louis 9 Milwaukee 1
Pittsburgh 10 Chicago Cubs 4
L A Dodgers 7 Arizona 2
Colorado 6 San Diego 0
Detroit 6 San Francisco 1
Monday's Games
Atlanta (Minor 6-91 at Washington
(Eisler 12-61 705 pm
Pittsburgh (Locke 6-41 at Philadelphia
iK Kendrick 8-111 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Ja Turner 5-81 at
Toronto IStroman 9 51. 707 pm
Colorado (Lyles 6-21 at N Y Mets
(Mese 8-10) 7 10 p m
St Louis IS Miller 8-9) at Cincinnati
Axelrod 1-11. 7 10 p m
Miami (Penny 1-1) at Milwaukee
IGallardo 8-8), 8 10 p m
San Diego iDespaigne 3-5) at L A
Dodgers 11R Hernandez 8-10) 10 10
pm
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Washington 7 05 p m
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs at Toronto 7 07 p rn
Colorado at N Y Mets 7 10 p m
St Louis at Cincinnati 7 10 p m
Miami at Milwaukee 8 10 p m
San Diego at LA Dodgers 10 10 pm
Arizona at San Francisco 10 15 pm

19:15.27. She was followed
From ROD Athisdcs
thankful the day went the way
Meagan Smith 10th, Emma
that it did."
Gilmore 13th, Abbie Oliver 15th,
Murray State men's and
Smith, who signed a four-year,
and Kati Heil 26th.
teams
country
last week- women's cross
on
extensi
million
$68
(AP)
Mo.
The men were led by Gavin
C'ITY.
S
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2014 campaign
of 35 for 202 continued their
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The Titans were implementing a end, was just 19
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yards
0. He was closely
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Ken
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time
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by
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Ray
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Then
system under coordin
than their previous week. 19th.
Leading wide receiver Dwayne stronger
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43rd,
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Neil
Horton, and trying to make a
women finished second and
Bowe was forced to miss the The
48th,Evan Staviski 58th
whole bunch of new.pieces fit.
finished third.
men
the
last
arrest
an
ng
followi
game
gone
have
couldn't
The Racers will return to action
Things
Individually, the women were
tackle
Sept. 12 at the Austin Peay
on
much better in their regular-sea- November, and right
finwho
the led by Alicyn Hester
served
son
Stephen
Donald
son debut.
of Invitational.
sus- ished in sixth with a time
Jake Locker threw for 266 first game of his four-game
league's
yards and two touchdowns, the pension for violating the
hancing
Mans' new -look defense picked policy on performance-en
es.
substanc
Alex
off Kansas City quarterback
The Chiefs didn't reach the end
Smith three times, and Tennessee
until Anthony Fasano's TD
zone
rolled to a 26-10 victory( over the
in the fourth quarter.
catch
Chiefs on Sunday.
Running back Jamaal Charles,
"I don't want to sound armgamepuit." Locker said. "but I think who is the Chiefs' biggest
Along with Tiger Cole Riley,
He carwe expected it to (go smoothly). breaker, was a non-factor.
rria has been on a hot streak
Chava
and
We felt that way through mini- ried seven times for 19 yards
The duo have combined for 15
lately.
yards.
15
camp, into fall camp and in the had four catches for
the season,and are a big reaon
goals
"All those things we did last
preseason. That was one of our
y High has already
Murra
son
them
do
expectations.that we were able to year to win, we didn't
2013 win total of five
their
ed
match
"We didn't
execute and we were going to be today," Smith said.
in the 2014 season.
early
so
games
execute, didn't execute in a lot of
efficient on offense."
day, Chavarria finSatur
This past
"
Locker picked apart a Kansas phases,especially offense.
against Massac
trick
hat
a
with
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City defense that lost Pro Bowl
on to win 5went
y
County as Murra
Santos
linebacker Derrick Johnson and to a 3-0 lead, when Cairo
and a goal
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an
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he
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and
3,
off the
starting defensive tackle Mike banged a 35-yard attempt
Trigg.
t
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CHAVARRIA
during a 3-2 win
for the
DeVito to Achilles injuries. He right upright and through
just
career,
his
of
goal
field
first
finished 22 of 33 while connectSantos
ing with eight different players. about nothing went right.
s later
including former Chiefs wide missed a 47-yarder moment
control.
seized
Titans
the
and
er.
receiver Dexter McClust
Locker led his team 62 yards
"Jake did great," Whisenhunt
a go-ahead touchdown, an
for
we've
said. "All those things
toss to Walker in the back of
easy
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k-wise
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worked
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end
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Lady Lakers, Norton opened the
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lead.
10-0
for a
one game."
cross country season Saturday with a
Johnson went down with his
Kendall Wright and Delanie
big finish - bringing in third in the
the
before
just
Walker had TD catches for the Achilles " injury
5K run at Jones Farm in the Murray
lost to a
Titans, and Ryan Succop was per- half, and DeVito was
Invitational with a time of 21:52.6.
first
the
on
fect on four field-goal attempts nearly identical injury
Norton is also an integral part of
against the team that released him drive of the second half.
Lady Laker track program at
the
a
Locker capped that drive with
last weekend.
Calloway County High School, as
who
"There's no question this was a short TD pass to Wright,
country keeps her in peak shape
cross
body just
special day." Succop said. "It was managed to contort his
spring sports begin in the 1st
KELLY
before
he
as
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the
an awesome day. Great to come enough to touch
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.
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was going out of bounds.
back to Kansas City. I'm very
By DAVE SKRETTA
AP Sports Writer

American League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
83 59.585
Baltimore
9%
71
68.518
York
New
10
73 69.514
Toronto
15
69 75.479
Tampa Bay
63 80.441 2054
Boston
DiVISI011
Central
L Pct GB
W
79 62.560
Kansas City
2
78 65.545
Detroit
5
74 67.525
Cleveland
2
1
/
16
79.444
63
Chicago
19
61 92.427
Minnesota
West Division
W L Pet GB
87 55.613
Los Angeles
7
80 62.563
Oakland
9
78 64.549
Seattle
63 80.441 24%
Houston
54 89.378 33%
Texas
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 2. Chicago White Sox 0
Kansas City 2, N Y. Yankees 0
Toronto 3. Boston 1
Baltimore 7. Tampa Bay 5, 11 innings
LA. Angels 14, Minnesota 4
Texas 1, Seattle 0
Houston 4. Oakland 3
Detroit 6. San Francisco 1
NFL Glance
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 34. St Louis 6
Buffalo 23. Chicago 20, OT
Houston 17. Washington 6
Tennessee 26, Kansas City 10
Atlanta 37, New Orleans 34 OT
Pittsburgh 30. Cleveland 27
• Philadelphia 34. Jacksonville 17
N Y. Jets 19, Oakland 14,
Cincinnati 23, Baltimore 16
Miami 33. New England 20
San Francisco 28. Dallas 17
Carolina 20. Tampa Bay 14
Denver 31. Indianapolis 24
Monday's Games
N V Giants at Detroit, 7.10 P m.
San Diego at Arizona, 10-20 p m
Thursday, Sep. 11
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 8 25 P m
Sunday, Sep. 14
Dallas at Tennessee. 1 p.m
New ngland at Minnesota, 1 p.m
Miami at Buffalo. 1 p.m
Jacksonville at Washington. 1 p m
Arizona at N.Y. Giants. 1 p.m
New Orleans at Cleveland. 1 p.m
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Carolina, 1 p m
Seattle at San Diego, 4-05 pm
St Louis at Tampa Bay. 405 p.m.
Houston at Oakland. 4.25 p.m
Kansas City at Denver, 425 p.m
N.Y. Jets at Green Bay. 4:25p.m
Chicago at San Francisco. 8 30 p m
Monday, Sep. 15
Philadelphia at Indianapolis. 8'30 p m
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Jan Weaver Invitational starts today
The sisth annual Murray. State
women's golf event at Drake
Creek Golf • Club in Ledbetter.
Ky.. is set for Monday -Tuesday
(Sept. 8-9) and this year's event
features anew name for the tournament.
Starting this year. the event will
be known as the Jan Weaver Murray State Invitational,
Friends of Murray State
University. Dick and Jan Weaver.
have assisted Racer Athletics in
many endeavors over the years.
The computer/study hall at
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium that
is used by student-athletes is
called The Weaver Center and has
been in operation since 1997
when the Weavers contributed
-funds to get the facility started.
Jan passed assay iti 2(X)9 and the

event at Drake Creek will bear
her name starting next week.
"The Weavers have meant so
much for so many and especially
here at Murray State," MSU Head
Coach Velvet Milkman. "We're
proud to honor Jan's legacy' with
the golf tournament next week. I
want to thank Dick Weaver for
his support of our tournament."
An 8:30 a.m. shotgun start will
start both mornings with 36 holes
of stroke play Monday and 18
holes to finish the tournament
Tuesday. The
Drake Creek course will play
6,178 yards and to a par-72.
The Racers will enter two teams
into the season-opener with
Sydney Trimble.(Jacklyn Van
Meter. Sophie Hillier, Minta Yin
and Gina Nuzzo making up the
first team. The second team will
feature Abbi Stamper. Moa

Folke, Summer Simmons. Leah
Rose Judd and Anna Moore.
"We've had a good couple of
weeks of competition once we
got everyone back from the summer," Milkman said. "The first
event of the season is always
exciting and we're all looking forward to playing and competing at
Drake Creek."
Eleven teams are in the field
including competing.six from the
Ohio Valley Conference: Austin
Peay, Belmont, SIUE, Tennessee
State, Tennessee Tech and the
Murray State Racers. Non
Conference teams competing arc
Lipscomb (A-Sun), Northern
Kentucky (A-Sun), Southern
Illinois (Missouri Valley) and
Western Kentucky (Conference
USA). The Cumberlands, an
NAIA team from the Mid-South
Conference is also participating.
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